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WARM weather with
clear skies is the pre
diction for tonight and
Thursday.
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CITY EDITION.

Drastic Action Planned
GEORGE IS GOING
Washington, Feb. 25. White House TOLD
London, Feb. 2o. Ulng George is
IPis
officials, when Secretary Bryan had
to be present tomorrow at the base
left after an early visit today in re
ball game between the New York and
gard to the Mexican situation, made
Chicago teams. The game is to be
TO
this explanation of the status of the
D
football
Chelsea
played at the
inquiry for Benton's bodygrounds. Practically the entire Amer
Two dispatches were received yesican colony will attend, together with
terday, one from Consular Agent Caro- the "'staffs of the embassy and the
thers saying Villa would not permit
consulate general.
,
a view of the body "at this time" but
never
me
a
has
witnessed
King
do so later.
That) message WESTERN FEDERATION MAN IS COMMERCIAL CLUB ASKS FOR BIG MEN BROUGHT INTO COLORADO
CLEMENTE -- VERGARA REPORTED would
POLICE LIEUTENANT CONVICTED
first
definclass
baseball
He
game.
came during the afternoon. Late last
TURN-OUFOR PATHE
WARNED HE MUST NOT REWERE TOLD OF. LABOR DISnotified the managers of the vis
itely
CRUELLY EXECUTED BY .
OF MURDER LIKELY TO BE
a
waa
received from
night
message
WEEKLY MAN
TURN TO MICHIGAN
:
TURBANCE
iting teams today, that he would be
HUERTA'S MEN'
SET FREE
Consul Letcher at Chihuahua, who had
vresent. Americana In London are
been In personal conierence with Vilhopeful that the Interest displayed In
IN la. He reported that Villa was will DEPORTATION
IS DESCRIBED WILL CO 01 AUTO JAUNT SO TOE COMMITTEE LEA1S the game by the kind will assist In WHITMAN : WILL
GIVING
IS
VILIA
ing to have the widow and relatives
converting England to baseball,'
of Benton see the body when it was
AT
TAKEN
PICTURES
BE
WILL
EXWITNESS BEFORE CONGRESSION
exhumed, and that their visit would CHARLES TANNER.WHO WAS KID
NEW YORK DISTRICT ATTORNEY
ORDERS BODY OF BENTON
HOT SPRINGS AND FOR- be permitted in the presence, of a rep
NAPED AT THE SAME TIME, AL INVESTIGATORS DENIES
" HUMED FOR EXAMINATION
DESPAIRS OF GETTING VER-- .
'
resentative to be designated by the
SYTHE RANCH
TELLS STORY
PEONAGE CHARGE
,.
BY SURGEONS
DiCT OF GUILTY
ROBBERS
FAIL TO
American government.
The United
States will designate an army 'Surgeon
NEEDED MEN
MACHINES
A
GUN MANY
BY
as
one of its representatives and an WAS
STRUCK
MISSING
NOT
HELD FORCIBLY
STILL
IS
IMPLICATES
BAUCH
BLOW BIG SAFE SCIIEFFS
examination of the body will be made,
according to White House offloials.
ONE OF UNION LEADER'S ASSAIL OWNERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE ATTORNEYS FOR UNION ARE UN
FOUR MF.N WHO ACTUALLY D3I
HE IS DECLARED BY CONSTITUWill Appeal to Carranza
THAT EVERY CAR IS IN
HIM
ASSAULTED
ANTS
TO
ATTEMPT
STEAL
ABLE
MONEY
FROM
TO
SHAKE
MAN'S
THE
THE KILLING WILL PAY
TIONALIST LEADER NOT TO
to
The latest representations
Villa
'
IOWA TREASURER IS
THE I'ARADE
BRUTALLY
STCRY
THE PENALTY
request that after the examination
BE IN CUSTODY
h
FRUITLESS
the body be delivered to the widow
'
Tomorrow mo ung at 9.15 o'clock
con for burial Wherever she may wish.
Hancock, Mich., Feb. 23. Charles 11.
New York, Feb. 25. Charles Back
Trinidad, Colo., Fob. 2C Issues
I.aredo. Tex., Feb.
Des Moines. Ia.,
!. 25. An unstate
The
is
that
automobile owners and all boost-- were joined sharply tonay on the queshopeful
department
Fed
the
Western
of
all
auditor
Clemente
Tanner,
former police lieutenant, convicteS
of
er,
the
of
hanging
firmation
successful attempt to dynamite the
sueration of Miners, took the stand to era in the city v, U be expected to be tion of alleged peonagle in the Coloof instigating the murder of Herman
an American citizen, was through General Carranza, Villa's
state
office
the
vault
iu
treasurer's
officer, it can succeed in get- day before the congressional commit at the Commfcr ial club ready to rado coal fields. The
congressional here was made early today after two Rosenthal, the gambler, who has just
received today by United States Con- perior
No answer has tee and described the deportation of make the trip ti the Forsythe ranch
Benton's
body.
ting
The
committee
a mass of the statehouse watchmen had been been, granted a new trial, was visited
heard
investigating
Bui Garrett at Neuvo Laredo.
o
been received today to representa Charles H. Moyer and himself.
Pathe weekly motion
the
with
is
still
of
evidence
body
the
upon
bearing
ship bound and gagged. The safe blowers, in the death house at Sing Sing prison
report said Vergara's
tions sent to Carranza yesterday at
is to take ment of strikebreakers
Ibis attorney, Joseph A. Shay.
Shortly before Moyer and himself ture represcn'a
from
Pittsuu
Hanging
shortly before daybreak, left the cap- today by
a .In rough riding con-,- - burgh
had
of
Nogales.
Tanner
were
said,
tor
they
the attorney told Becker,
left
attacked,
pictures
the
Tomorrow,
coal
miners'
strike.
f'nnsui fiarrett immediately
during
itol building with only ', which they
livery merchant Several men who came from PittsSecretary Bryan has communicated been waited on by a committea of test at that pla;
he
to serve the remittitur of
expected
the scene.
took from a cash drawer in the treasto the British embassy the latest mes citizens who had asked Moyer to ac- who possibly c.iu leave his business
the court of appeals on the prison,
testified for the strik urer's office.
vnrrara was a rancher of Webb
burgh
formerly
from Consul Letcher, announc cept $30,000 which had been raised on Will be expected
join the party, as ers, declaring that, they were brought
will then leave the-,,ntv Tpyss. He used an island sages
The entire detective force of Des warden. Becker
vuuut;
of this expedi- - to Colorado
to
Villa's
Calumet
,iue
the
the
victims
of
ing
the
willingness
the
behalf
of
Veradvertibiug
permit
death house, where he had been conunder false pretenses and Moines turned out
in the Rio Grande as pasture.
in
an effort
today
federals widow to view Benton's body, but his disaster. He said Moyer replied it Uon is unlimited,
fined since the fall of 1912, and
held prisoners on the trains and in to solve what is called
gara complained that Mexican
the "mystery"
;U go first to the
deto
to
allow
refusal
its
removal.
themselves
The
boosters
was
for
the
That,
people
small
a
to a cell in the Tombs prison
the mines.
were stealing his horses, and
of the attempted dynamiting of the
1 picture probably
not
meet
would take the Hot Springs wlu
the
demands
however,
whether
were
cide
may
they
here
until
the final disposition of his
Last
rangers
nf
Texas
and
.wo.hmont
night
today, Doininick
vaults in the state treasurer's office,
Montezuma hotel,
of the British
embassy. Secretary money, and refused to give a state- will be taken o
case.
who aided in bringing two train
sent to his ranch.
early today, when four masked men,
'.Ml to the Loyal loads of strikebreakers
declined today to intimate ment to the newspapers urging them which has been
Behind him in. the death cells Beckfrom Pitts- - after binding and gagging two watchOn February 13 Mexicans appeared Bryan
r a national saua-,- j
da
of
what
would
AIoomj
in
even
he
the
so.
to
do
Order
that
er will leave the four gunmen contestified for me operators. He men and
iburgh,
on the island and called Vergara
using explosives on the victed of the actual
also will be
Villa persisted
in his refusal and
Moyer promised, however, to call toriuni. A shot?
denied the charges of deception and
killing of Rosen
there ostensibly to pay him for the
to get away with $5
lothe
vault,
managed
then
and
c;:
invarious
of
Carranza
the
induced
,im
the
could
to
not
be
taken
secretaries
up
the
up
the
island,
whose
reached
thal,
he
protests
on
When
and
against the pohorses.
in a cash drawer.
I. .! Alamos road imprisonment,
.
tervene,
cals and to urge them not to discuss party will take t
lice graft system in New York, it was
E. P. Costigan, stoutly stunk
by
according to reports, he was struck
The police admitted they were
p.. where the Dig
the Calumet disaster, as he also was to tha Forsythe
Cavalry May Recover Body
to his story that the men knew they
charged, caused him to be shot to
in the back o the head by soldiers,
"puzzled"
by the affair. The men, death.
of
act
in
occur.
w.as
the
offi
will
He
r
some
show
do.
to
Mexico
asked
Discussing possibilities,
were
a
reason
into
'strike
carried into the interior of
and
going
!
they said, Indicated they might have
i'ii obtained in
cials here said there was no legal ob calling the secretaries when the at
Wild horats I
l
H. ".
District Attorney
that- no force was employed in keepand hanged.
been e;x'rts by thu manner of af V
iv h a number of
stacle to Brigadier General Bliss send tack came. Tanner was the only abundance, and
oV '1
them
on
the
trains between. feotJni? entrance Into thn Imitdi?;? and
'i Heady
been ing
excellent l id
1.
ing a force of American cavalrymen witness called on this subject.
t. ill '
Pittsburgh am! Trinidad
Bryan Confers With Senators
i
chm a. lut
needed
! tho'r frt i',i 'it tf h t
room
tn.e
in
was
Benfrom border patrol to recover
secured.
standing
"Moyer
"
ton's body, if it can be located. That at his telephone," Tanner said, when Broncho bustem from tuo sena rantu, up on,
Washington, Feb. U. General
by both sides as a vital factor tan, it waa declared.
exami
William
American
an
such would be an act of war was de- tnere was a rap on the door. I was the Secundino ' liomera ranch, the In the strike
la's proposal for
u n i., ,,. .
investigation, and every Brown, state treasurer, said that or- however, tuut
other
nation of the body of William S. Ben nied by such officials. Conditions' in standing by the bed and Moyer him Whitmore ranch and numerous
ond
would
be
trial
futile ih ti e f . u
in
the
point
testimony bearing upon dinarily not more than $2,000 la cursnow,
execut Mexico, they say, would
court
of
of
the
ton, the English ranchman he
justify action self opened the door, A crowd of places will attend the broncho
appeals' dtx i. :cn. Tb.it
in the subject has been bitterly
rency was left in the vault, though decision, in
ed at Juarez without permitting Its similar to that taken in China during 20 or SO men rushed in, shouting and It will be full of thrilling and
effect,
stamps "Sara"'
there are more than a million dollars
removal from Mexico, has been ac- the Boxer uprising, when a large in Where is Moyer? where is Moyer?' teresting events.
Schepps, one of the principal wita
John
who
said
he
miner
Polio,
yorth of securities. Late yesterday, nesses for the
without ternational force entered the country At the same time three covered me
President W. P. Southard of the came from
state; as an accomplic
cepted by this government,
Pittsburgh In the same however, a total of $T,600 had been
move- without
citizens
club
requests
Then
Commercial
further
revolvers.
Moyer
automatic
with
any
in the murder plot.
The
declaration
war.
of
however,
any
waiving,
car
Mike
with
witformer
a
Grimaldi,
ment to demand its delivery on Am- legality of such a course was held to by the telephone, replied, 'I am Moyer.' owning automobiles and all boosters ness for the strikers, testified that locked up.
Several men made a rusti for him plan to make the trip. It will be the Grimaldi conversed with him In
be beyond question.
Will Run Down Criminals
erican soil.
EngMarine Strength Increased
and bent him over almost double. An most interesting event of its kind lish and that he had seen Gramaldi
British Consul Perceval at GalvesOssining, N. Y Feb. 23. As sooa
as Charles Becker gets out of prisoa
The eight hundred marines already other man rushed In from the hallway ever attempted here, and a big day sign his name. On the stand for the
ton was today ordered to proceed' to
be
will devote all his' energies,
El Paso at once, where he is expected on battleships in Mexican waters will and struck Mover, as he was bent is expected.
strikers last week Grimaldi maintain-eto go to tne be reinforced .by the 300 sailing from over, on the head wun a revolver.
to running down the men who
to arrive tomorrow,
that he could not write, and steadSLAVE!!? are responsible for the murder of Hergrave In Juarez with a delegation of Pensacola, Florida, on the transport The gun exploded and Moyer was
fastly refused to understand anything
man Rosenthal. The former New
Americans.1
Major General Scott, Prairie by next Sunday. Secretary wounded in the bacr..".
said to him in any language except
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Tanner said Moyer and -- he were
United States troops Daniels said that no orders had been
the
Yorio police lieutenant,
who was
commanding
Italian.
down
PARKER WHITNEY IS ARREST- granted a new trial yesterday for tha
there, will detail an American army issued for the landing of a guard for1 then rushed out of the room,
The witness said that on the train
A
ED ON HIS RANCH IN
murder of Rosenthal, declared today
surgeon and some other officers to the American embassy at Mexico City. the etairs and out of the hotel. They
between Chicago and Trinidad, Doinito
25
Senate: Met
memA
across
Feb.
the
were
hustled
consul.
bridge
Washington,
British
the
that he could furnish Information that
conferred
the
with
Secretary Bryan
accompany
nick Politano had all the men sign
on at noon.
would bring "the real'culprtts to Jusber of Benton's family will be taken senate foreign relation committee at Houghton, where they were placed
tneir names cn the back of one of
two
of
In
cnarge
a
for
train
San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 25. J. tice."
Chicago
arm
Secretary Bryan discussed treaties the companies' contracts, to find out
He
the
an
with
him
had
capitol.
with the party.
rela"After 1 have done that," said Becker
That course has 'been decided on ful of books and documents, some of deputies, one named Hensley, and and Mexico before the foreign
if any of the party had left the train. Parker .Whitney, millionaire clubman,
came
ever
back
to
they
if
efforts
warned
tions
committea,
"I shall ibe willing to go back t
outcome
they
was
Mexico.
(of
them, it
said, relating to
He told of signing another paper on accused in a warrant of violation of
pending the
Conferees took up disputed PoUits the train between Trinidad and
would hp hanged. On the bridge the
the Mann white slave law, was arrest- the police department if they vfinfc
No Prisoners In Chihuahua
obtain the surrender f the body to
"
ed early today on his; ranch in Placer me. If they don't, I will enter some-other,Later dispatches from Consul Let witness oaid he was struck over the inJ the Alaska railroad ; bill.
Benton's family, wlncri witt not ' be
Debate was resumed on the postof-flc- e
line of work.
abated! in the'.' least4 An'imthediate cher said General Villa hal given as eye by his captor and be showed the
James Perretto, constaDle at Trini- county. His bond had already been
the
appropriation bill.
he
"The
at
fixed
and
$10,000
iour gunmen are terrlbly
tentatively
eaxmination, even under limited con- surances that he would endeavor to committee a scar resulting from
in
testified
aided
that
he
dad,
bringHouse: Met at noon.
a train load of strike breakers was allowed to remain, in charge of downbearted today because they toe
ditions, has been decided on in order locaterthe ten Americans, whom be blow.
ing
Interstate Commerce Commissioner from Pittsburgh. He said the doors the arresting officer, on the ranch for were not granted a new trial. They
.that,; decomposition may not obliterate says he rejected as recruits for his
CANDIDATE
A
testified on the bill to regulate of the train were locked and
CAPPER
Meyer
die
wounds.
thought their case was tied up
army. Villa says when he,. offered
.,ihe mute evidence oi
that the the remainder of the night,
Feb. 25. Arthur Cap- issues of railroad securities.
Kan.,
Topeka,
truth
to
a
Juarez
dispatches
them
complicated
Further
if
Whitney asked for particulars when mine. The four men who got immtni-it- y
not
,
by
laborers'
special
could
have
they
escaped
announced ,,his
Miscellaneous bills on calendar
from the district attorney 'for
telling of ofneial confirmation receiv- preferred to remain in Chihuahua. He per of Topeka today
they wished. Perreto told of a num arrested, and was told that he was
nomina- considered.
the
for
republican
Nuevo
at
candidacy
Garrett
Laredo,
no
added
record
had
their
that
he
of
Consul
'&f strike disorders which he testi specifically charged with having trans- swearing away my life may yet b
ed by
ber
Louis D. Brandeis disoussed inter- fied he had seen. ,On-- ,
tion for governor of Kansas. There
ported Genevieve Hannan from New arrested for the murder of Rosenthal.
of the hanging by Huerta troops of names, but would try to get one.
directorates before juuiciary tion
candidates.
now
are
three
near
locldng
air
in
American,
Clemente Vergara,
There are no Americans
prison
by Mr. Costigan he said he had York to San Francisco for Immoral I think that Harry Vallou la the tn.n
committee.
who fired the fatal shot. T! i , in
been employed by the Colorado Fuel purposes. He said:
Hildalgo, the Mexican situation took at Chihuahua,- according to the, conRules committee arranged hearing and Iron
be
said
could
if
"I have been expecting this trouble reason he got drunk before ti
it
'
sul's report. General Villa reiterated
on more tensity,
an
as
company
interpreter
PAYS LAST for March 3 on Manahan bill to invest since last November. He said he was some time and I am glad
have ing. He wanted to get hi- neivt i
there was any change at all. Secre- to Letcher that Gustav Bauch had not COLORADO
things
tigate Chicago, Duluth and Minneapo- paid$10O'a month and expenses.
come to a climax. It is only a case for the deed."
tary Bryan discussed the situation been ibrought to Chihuahua and that
' with the senate foreign relations com- he knew nothing about him. The
Becker was la high sp t t , t
The witness said he was an officer of blackmail."
TRIBUTE TO TELLER lis grain exchanges.
Henry Vollmer of Iowa, democrat, of tha Western Federation of Miners
He
disW.
burst Into a torrent of r n
John
United
States
mittee and for more than two hours American consul had protested against
Preston,
l.U
sworn in as represemauve,
owukw several
answered questions by senators. Both any summary action being taken
ago. He left the organ- trict attorney, issued the warrant yes- ees, promises, threats and e f c
years
'
S. Pepper.
ization voluntarily.
the secretary and senators declined against Bauch if he is apprehended by BODY OF FORMER SENATOR LIES ing the late Irving
terday after the case had been placed gratulations.
Joseph A. S n
to
in the hands of the grand jury, which chief counsel, reached Sinthe rebels.
IN STATE IN ROTUNDA OF
to discuss their conference except
HE ADMITS IT
will continue its inquiry Friday.
from New York and held a con!;
THE CAPITOL
Charge O'Shaug-hnessreported tosay that the trend was to get at the
Baden, Germany, Feb. 25. Admiral
out Whitney's statement
v.
with his client It was expect
day that John Hinnant, a cattle man
Bearing
ItlttVLUg
HAVE
CUTwITS last nig-h- that he had "expected trou- that the remittitur
from Heibronville, Texas,
who had
from the court r.
future determination.
Denver, Feb. 25. Denver and Col- Von Diedorichs himself admits he in
ble of this sort," it was learned to- appeals would reach New York w.ny
"What we are seeking to establish," been taken into custody by the fed- orado paid tribute to the late Henry formed the British naval commander
V0U10-B- E
said Mr. Bryan, "is the actual situa- erals, had been liberated at Saltillo. M. Teller, former secretary of the in Manila Bay at the time of the
nOOBEtS night that last Thursday he called and that Becker would be clalme. by-war that he would
n
on Chief White of the police depart- the sheriff and taken back to
tion, all the facts regarding the Huer- He added that no fear need be enter- interior and for 30 years United Spanish-Americament with a complaint that Mias Tombs tomorrow.
ta government and tno constitutionalist tained with regard u an American, States senator, today. For three hours shoot an American officer who atBenavides, for whose safety anxiety friends and admirers in all walks of tempted to board a German warship SHE SENDS FOR HELP FOR AN Hannan waa endeavoring to
movement."
him.
v
UCNT C T
IOWA BANK AT RSSK OF
life filed through the rotunda of tha to make inquiry and establish iden- "Waa there any suggestion of a was felt
t
or
out
L
the
orders
a
Feb
in
London,
this
With
of
Im
bier
for
and
the.
the
LIFE
on
carrying
state capitol
HER OWN
tiy,"
the part
past
complaint Whitney subchange of policy
Mr..
mitted documentary cudem o vu u t funned the A
it
,
Carranza Scores Villa
last look at the face of the deceased. Admiral Dewey. I his admission was
government toward Mexico?"
i
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 25 Luis. Cab- A guard of honor composed of Knights made today in the course of a further
Vail, la,, Feb. 25. Six men early design of showing that Miss Hannan the(o was no trut' In tiBryan Was asked.
"We did not talk policy," he replied, rera, Carranza's ' confidential agent, Templar,' of which order Senator Tell- narrative of events given to the As today attempted to rob tha Traders' Kwas a woman of loose lite and had rt i ' i vh irr ( ij t t i
1
i
bank here, but were frustrated by a been a part of the 1ms At
ua j 1' ition of V
"what to do on the basis of the facts visited the rebel officials at Juarez er waa the first grand commander of sociated Press.
i f t'i
1
derwor!d.
(
Deuiaon
at
to
watched
To
the
bier.
is
to
have
and
sent
Chief
call
the
sheriff
at
ret
Colorado,
was
by
Unt
Wife
reported
left for future
established,
yesterday
' j
if Whitney's eiatemo
cm Id l
The public tribute at the capitol
done some plain speaking with referthe telephone operator.
BARNETT SUCCEEDS BSDDLE
25.
he would w a a U s I i
When Mrs. Edward Kirk, the night
Mr. Bryan was questioned concern- ence to the Denton and Bauch mat- continued from 10 to 1 o'clock today.
Feb,
cn(rai
Washington,
;
1 a
will
wires
be
funeral
held
services
nan
to
town, ti ('
ters.
Private
assumed
duties
leave
heard
the
t'
met
constitutional
of
Barnett
today
the
the
operator,
cutting
strength
ing
George
,
c i
"We must clear np these matters Thursday afternoon at the homa of as major general commandant of the about 20, feet from the telephone toctlve to tli c;,.se 1 t i '
ist movement in Mexico and the chari' f
acter of its leaders. The senators no matter how black they may turn Mrs. G. E. Tyler, a daughter, followed United States marina corps, sneered-in- she called n; the Dnison sheriff be- teefive reported f!
t
town
were particularly interested in Villa
by the Masonic burial ceremonies in
Major General William P. Biddie, fore they completed their work. They already
Colorado.
of
on
the
went
of
and the execution of Benton.
grand lodge
escaped.
dropped it
charge
retired.
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though put to ,a severe test by slow
increased expenses
business and
A
have not showed any impairment.
U.'ii'iisL
Nevertheless, there are several un
certainties which' need to be watched.
The railroad rate situation is probably
facturers and exporters from all parts
the most Important factor. It would
of the empire will gather here to perbe a mistake to expect the adminisfect the organization of the German
tration to interfere, although it is
Association for World Trade. The forvery probable that the desire of PresTrade
mation of a
ident Wilson not to hamper business
League was the original plan of the HOWEVER, ACTIVITY IS CURTAIL further than necessary might have
"THEY REGARD THEIR EXPERIsome effect at least In hastening a
promoters, but they have now decid
ED PENDING FURTHER
ENCES ON THE ISTHMUS
ed to widen the scope of their enterdecision and thus removing doubt.
LEGISLATION
AS A SCHOOLING
prise so as to include a campaign for
It is. now said that a decision may be
export trade on behalf o? Germany
DISTINCTIVE NEW SPRING COATS in some very novel and stylish
New York. Feb. 25. Moderate hope expected not later tuan July. This
Panama, Feb. 25. It Is, in many
The
world.
the
in
markets
of
all
the
comfulness is the prevalent tone in busi- is encouraging, but railroads, which
effects. These were selected with much care and fore thought and
very much like a college
South American field is to receive ness. This sentiment would be prob are not likely to get all they ask, are
mencement season on the isthmus
while they have all the commendable featurea, extremes were avoidfirst attention and It is generally una crisis, and the
ably more pronounced were it not still in the midst of
just now. From the thousands of
ed. Among the colors are Rust,. Tango, New Greens, Blues, Tans and
of
visit
derstood
the
that
aproaching
for the fact that we are still passing severe whiter weather or the last few
men who have been taking long
to
Brazil,
Prussia
Prince
of
Blacks.
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Some anxiety .is manifested by
Walter F. Beyer, assistant engineer
in charge of aids to navigation in the
canal itself, over the appearance of
aarge fluail'.lties jof water cabbagte
aud water hyacinth that are growing
rapidly and spreading over the sur
face of the canal. These plants are
forming in large and small floating
Islands and it is feared will prove a
hindrance to navigation.
Within a brief period after the closing of the gates of Catun spillway
the water cabbage began growing
along the banks of the lake that was
formed. Now thev have spread all
over the surface of the lake and floating about in great islands that are
becoming dense. These plants have
very long roots and in shallow water
become anchored fast to the bottom.
Recently the water hyacinth made its
appearance and like the cabbage is
floating about in large islands.
The growth of the latter Is much
faster than the cabbage and forms in
masses of great density. It is, feared
that ships will have considerable difficulty In piercing tnese masses. Already means are being considered for
the destruction of the plants or at
least for their control so they will not
obstruct the channel.
The danger from the plants is said
to be greatest where the canal is narrowest because they will find their
anchorage and gradually overspread
the entire waterway. The danger Is
regarded as not so great In Gatun lake
because they have a tendency to remain near the shore.

GERMANS AFTER WORLD TRADE
Berlin, Feb. 21. An important step
in the German campaign to wrest the
commercial supremacy of the world
will be taken
from the
here tomorrow, when leading manuAnglo-Saxon-
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LAST GAME OR THE YEAR
WAITERS MAKING
HONEY OUT OF
CORKS
NEW YORK "HASHERS" SAVE THE
STOPPERS FROM
BOTTLES
R

25. That champagne corks may be made an actual
source of riches ,ia the novel discovery Just made by New York's waiters.
As a result the waiters' pursuit of
literature is booming, for the corks
are actually being converted into
books to be used 'in the rooms of
their association, and many standard
sets have already been purchased with
the Income from this novel Bource.
The plan of collecting champagne
corks has been in operation for about
four months, during which time thousands of corks have been gathered in.
The corks are obtained by the waiters from the wine which is ordered
in the various cafes and restaurants
along Broadway and are brought to
the association headquarters where
they are stored In barrels until such
a time as there are enough to net the
association, a fair price. The first
batch, 9,000 corks, brought 65 cents a
waiters
gross, netting the thrifty
something like $56. men anther cork
dealer heard what the waiters were
doing and offered a (better price. The
association set the two dealers to
bidding, and finally one agreed! 'to
take all their collection at 85 cents a
gross. The largest collection for any
one day was "after the night before"
New Year's, at which time more than
2,000 corks found their way into the
barrels. The present accumulation, if
placed in a pile, would make a mound
three feet in height and six feet in
"diameter. It is estimated that there
are at least ten thousand in the batch.
Reckoning 3,000 as prnt corks, each
representing about $2.50; 6,000 from
quarters at $4.50 to $5, and a thousand
from wine costing from $6 to $10. the
"heap of corks represents an expenditure in the neighborhood) of $50,000.
The. association has netted so far
$150 from the sale of corks, which!

Now York, Feb.
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THE PRICE SHE PAID" IS A PLAY
THAT THEATER-GOERWILL ENJOY
S

can. The detectives followed him and
it so happened that he tripped and
fell. The can rolled along the sidewalk, spilling rice, and with a quantity of opium. Later a
woman emerged from a taxicaib,, entered the restaurant nd took a seat
at one of the taiblea She ordered a
cup of tea and then said she wanted
some chop suey to take home. The
well-dresse- d

waiter departed to fill her order and
returning, told her to step into a
small room where her chop suey
would be given her. According to
the detectives who broke into the
room, they saw the proprietor take a
roll of bills from the woman. In her
hand was a bowl which the detectives
seized and found it contained, besides
a portion of chop suy, 310 small
packages of opium. A search of the
room revealed many more packages,
which were estimated by the police to
These
be worth more than $1,000.
the
in
Inclosed
were
neatly
packages
shells of Chinese nuts, cut in half.
Each half contained go cents worth
of the powder. A piece of cardboard
was placed over the half shells, and
then they 'were wrapped' in wax paper. In the proprietor's Inner room
were found scales on which he weighed opium, his money box which was
well filled, and two cans filled witfc
(he drug.
Church-GoinDeclines
An extraordinary situation now ex
ists In New York City regarding ltf
churches. Within the last few month'.
new churches and buildings for Chris
tian uses have been opened that have
cost $5,000,000 and there are projectothers
ed and under construction
which will cost $5,000,000 more. At
worth ol
the same time $8,000,000
church property on Manhattan Island
is for sale, and before long there will
be $15,000,000 or $20,000,000 worth on
g

There are half a hunthe market.
dred churches, uptown as well as
downtown, worth millions that are
empty or nearly so and whose actual

achievements are not sufflcien to warrant their exemption from the pay.
ment of taxes., Officials In charge d.
these properties are holding on and
trying to determine what to do. This
situation does not indicate that Christianity is failing; it simply means that
Manhattan is ending its career as a
residence borough and is becoming
the business,, finance, social and hotel district of the continent. To meet
the Bmergency "method masters," or
efficiency managers, are being called
from the membership to serve without
pay, to dirct the work of the churchv
es into effective channels.
Taking Bear Census
'Colorado," a big North Amercan
brown bear, who is now residing in
the Zoological park in the Bronx, has
taken a sudden dislike to the park attendants and Apparently feels that
they have no business Interfering
with her in bringing up her cubs. For
days the attendants have been trying
to learn just how many bear cuba are
in Colorado's cave. Just when the
cubs were born, is not known. The
attendants only learned that there
were cubs in the cave when Colorado
appeared at the entrance of the cave
bearing one of them in her mouth.
It was not any larger than a cat.
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BROKE OUT

PIMPLES

Itched So Child Would Cry and
Scratch Himself Until Blood Rath
Very Much Disfigured. Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment
Proved Complete Cure.
'

" Eczorua broke out
Whitewater, Colo.
nil over my little grandson's face and body.
It just looked as though blood poison would
Bot up at times when ho
would scratch himself so

Tho eczema
broke out In pimples
and would run a watery
and wher- corruption

much.
CENE FROM "THE PRICE SHE PAID"
a her step from the straight and nargirl was like a rabbit, inasmuch as row path in order to save her brother
she was gentle, timid and tender in from prison. The fact that the girl

It was Mark

Twin who said

that

disposition, but lika the rabbit, if
she were driven in close quarters she
would put up a game fight This idea
forms the backbone of the newest
dramatized story on the road, which
tuts proved a real sensation In every
city ini which it has played. The play
te called "The Price She Paid," and
the girl in question,, although at times
dangerously near the brink of ruin,
nevertheless manages by tremendous
will power and supernatural effort
to clear herself of the danger that
continually surrounds her.
Nowhere in David Graham Phillips'
book is there any stronger scene than
that between the girl and her millionaire admirer, wio tries1 to make

refuses and makes a gallant fight
for her honor, only makes the millionaire more anxious to win her, bat
no matter how he tries sJhe is too high
class a girl to allow her determination
to be weakened. It is a stirring tale
of a pluqy girl's figbt for that which
any woman should battle her virtue.
The principal role, that of the harassed girl, has been intrusted to the capable hands of Miss Sylvia Summers,
who is acknowledged to be one of the
best emotional actresses at present
adorning the stage.
"The Price She Paid" will be seen
at the Duncan opera house on Monday, March 2, for an engagement of
one night.

.La

the flesh, unnfhnr nim- ple would form. Until
the pimples would form
a sore. His clothing Irritated his body and
hia
rest
lost
at
he
night. The disease was
so Irritating and would itch so that I have
seen him in such an irritating condition that
he would cry and scratch himself until the
blood would run. He was very much disfigured as the skin would ba torn from his
cheeks from the scratching.
"I tried all the simple remedies that I
knew of to stop the pain and burning ; I used
and
and bathed him in soda
water but they did not cur him. This
went on until January 1!U2 when I began
to use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
which proved a complete cure in a short
time." (Signed) Mrs. Laura Stephens,
Nor. 19, 1912.
Cut icura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
50c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book, Address post-cur- d
"Cuticura, Dupt.T,BOB."
TMen who shave and shampoo wi J. Cuticura Soap will find it beat for skin and scalp,
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There are three other bears in the
cave with the mother, and they line
up in front of the entrance whenever
tbe keepers attempt to enter. The
keepers are confident that Colorado
has more than, one cud, but just how
many is still a matter of doubt. Interest in the welfare of the cubs became so great among the keepers several days ago that one of them undertook to explore the cave and find out
how they were getting along. At he
was creeping toward the cage the
mother bear suddenly appeared at the
entrance. She had a cub in her
mouth, for each day she brings one
of them out Into the sunshine, stands
guard over it for ten minutes or so.
then carries it back Into the cave, bne
was on the way to pive one of the
cubs an airing when the keeper encountered her. She growled savagely
and with a quick turn of her head tossed the cub just inside the cave. Then
still growling she sprang at the keeper and fortupately just missed him
Efforts to Inspect the interior of the
e
ja-'ceased then and the..
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GROSS OR FEVERISH

?

IF TONGUE IS
LOOK, MOTHER!
COATED GIVE "CALIFORIA
SYRUP OF FIGS"
Mother! Your child isnt naturally

cross and peevish. See if tongue is
coated; this is a sure sign its little
stomach, liver and bowels need a
cleansing at once.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, breath bad; throat sore, doesn't
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stom
diarrhoea, remember, a gentie liver and bowel cleansing should
always be the first treatment given,
Nothing equals "California Syrup of
Figs" for children's ills; give a teaspoonful, and in a few hours all the
foul waste, sour bile and fermenting
food which is clogged In the bowels
passes out of the system, and you
have a well and playful child again.
All children love this harmless, delicious "fruit laxative," and it nevor
fai's to effect a good "inside" cleans
ing. Directions for babies, children
of all ages and grown-up- s
are plainly
on the bottle.
Keep it handy in your home. A
little given today saves a sick child
tomorrow, but got the genuine. Ask
your druggist for a BOrcent bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," then look
and see that it is made by the "California Pig Syrup Company." Coun
terfeits are being sold here. Don't
be fooled. Adv.
ach-ach-

TRY AEROPLANE AMBULANCES
London, Feb. 25. The British war
office has decided to experiment with

"aeroplane ambulances" to ascertain
the practicability of using air craft to
transport wounded from a field of
an
battle. According to
nouncement the military authorities
will place an aeroplane at the dispo
sal of the British Red Cross society
for the purpose of a demonstration of
the new method.
semi-offici-

Colds, constipations and headache
are three common afflictions and re-

lieving the constipation helps the
cold and stops the headache. Use
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A whole bottle full for
25 cents. O. G. Sehaeferand Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
OHIO G. O. P. CONFERENCE
Columbus, O., Feb. 24. Arrangements have been concluded for the
conference of Ohio republicans to be held here tomorrow and

for the banquet which will be a feature oS the gathering. Prominent republican leaders wha have alrady
arrived In the city agree that the conference will have important riults
with relation to the future of the party and its success in. the. coming state
campaign. A last effort will be made
to bring about a reconciliation with
the progressives. Some of the republican leaders profess a hope that the
attempt to bring the progressives bacii
into the republican fold will succeed,
notwithstanding the fact that the progressives already have agreed upon
candidates for United States senator
and governor and have otherwise
manifested their determination to go
It alone. Several prominent progressive leaders, however, havs accepted
the invitation to attend the republican
conference and this Has foBwred the
hope that a reconciliation may be acAs the principal argucomplished.
ment In favor of a reconciliation the
republican leaders will emphasize the
belief that with three party tickets In
.
Governor
'he field the
Cox and the success of the whole,
democratic ticket will be assured.
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means that something like $140,000
was spent by the public. Only the
finest grade of cork is used for champagne bottles. The second hand corks
are placed in machines and cut into
wafers the size of a
piece and
are used Inside the metal caps on
mineral and beer bottlest
School for Brides
A school for prospective brides will
be started shortly in New York. Each
pupil will receive a six months' training in the art of being a genuine German housewife, the instructor being
German. After taking the course the
"brides-to-be- "
will 'be qualified to cater for the family should the coole
walk out, locate a leak in the" water
pipes, mend a broken doorknob or put
up a shelf, scrub, wash,. Iron, market,
fiivv first aid to any injured member
of the family, darn etockings, lay a
table in the most approved .fashion
and, best of all, aid their husbands
by preventing what the Instructor
calls "that frightful waste in the American households, which you never
see in German homes." It will be no
easy job, taking a course at this
school. The rising hour will be 6:30,
and then some of the girls win gft
breakfast, with the German housekeeper to show them how, while others do sweeping and dusting and others start operations in the laundry.
Dishwashing, going to market, keeping accounts, bread making, scrubbing and various other jabs will fill
the morning, and then there will be
lunch to get. . Afternoons and evenings there will be some housework
mixed in with visits to museums, lectures on housekeeping and music.
Thus the days will be taken up until
the course is completed, at which time
the girls will go forth learned in real
homespun housekeeping.
New Method of Selling Dope
The latest method of distributing
opium to the drug fiends of New
Y,ork was exposed several days ago
by detectives who raided one of
Chinatown's chop suey restaurants.
The detectives watched the suspected
place for several weeks. They observed that many of tne patrons were
not of the chop suey eating class.
Finally the detectives observed a
young man enter the restaurant and
converse in a low tone with one of
the Chinese. The customer was led
into - an. adjoining room and a few
minutes afterward emerged with a tin
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DIARY FOR ONE WEEK
MANY INTERESTING
PERIENCES

(Blanche Ring in the New York
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Monday I open tonight In our new
show, "The Sultan's Cinch," and my
nerves are all over the place. When
I look back at the water tank that
gave me the inspiration my old friend
Omar got from a jug of red ink I
curse the day I moved away from the

catch as catch can table l'hote. Girls
will be their girls, but their chance to
be showgirls comes only when New
York kicks over the horizon. Take it
from Clementine, the rest is wilderness. And here I am or as the poet
says here am I waiting for the cut
flowers.
I always note Monday, because we have a renearsal whether
we need it or not. Heaven knows, after Sunday all I need Is a facial massage, and hours and hours and hours
of deathlike slumber. I'm with Sarah
Bernhardt on that proposition. That's
what keeps us young and temeramen-talThere are so many awful awak
enings on Monday that I often think it
isi judgment day, and in my dreams
I hear Ned Way burn bellowing, "Left
oblique, down stage!" oh, for sleep
undisturbed!
Tuesday "f was ever thus since child
hood's earliest "Superba." Last night
I saw three critics gazing at me gaz
ing intently but I looked in vain for
a record of my triumph when I blew
myself for their papers today. They
apreciated me, I know, but they could
not identify me because the program
failed to describe me in detail. But I
will thaw out one of those icebergs
before the winter is over if it takes
the oil stove In the' wardrobe lady's
room to do it. In fairness to the
critics I must admit my nerves inter
fere with my art. In fact, I was so
nervous my new tiara fell off and al
most brained the drummer. But what
stopped my heart's blood was the
bleat of the stage manager that he
wouldn't let my flowers come over the
footlights. If ever I meet that man in
society I shall freeze him with a
Be that as It may, I found
glance.
upon leaving envy behind me that
Cleo had arranged a supper date with
a couple of strange looking dress
suits. When the wheels had quit going
around I pulled myself together and
asked a bulging shirtfront the differ
ence in time between New York and
Pittsburgh. He drove 'ound another
block to tell me I wag so witty he
would never forget me, and then gave
the signal for the food garage. Under
the table lamp he sat absent mindedly
clipping coupons off his steel plants
for a while, and then, after the second
bottle bad worked Its way into his
Imagination', he tola me the simple
story of his life how he had worked
his way from the cab of a B. & O.

.
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CHILDREN (under 12)

locomotive to the back seat of a li- tired when he gets to the theater, tho
mousine. Later, as the music of the way he spends his afternoons! I met
casehardened orchestra moved him to a particularly energetic captain of intears, he poured a liberal supply of dustry. He was just on the embonunconstitutional over my last act gown point side of 50, and he invited ae to
and hastily covered the damage with go to the Old Guards' ball. I said I
a check. I'm no early riser, but I'll should be delighted to. bring mamma
bet any bank examiner that I cashed so that he might dance with her and

on you.

World.)
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that check long before its writer had
the breakfast call of "Author!" You
can't take chances with these PittsSHOWS burg stogies. Sometimes they go out
EX-

.

p. y

Wednesday Bargain matinee! And
those bunches) of Unemployed wfomen
out in front look at us as though we
were a troupe of trained models from
a Paris menagerie. They're tickled to
death because they can Bee us at cut
rates, and when they get through
knocking they go home and try to do
their hair like ours. A cousin of mine
who lost her figure in a department
store tells me that on matinee days
the clerks at the complexion counter
play to capacity. Some women think
they can look like me by buying a
bottiw of Cleopatrine, never
stopping to thing, poor imitations that
they are, that my face is one of the
things that P. T. Barnum missed by
cashing in before I was- old enough
to climh into the beauty chariot and
paralyze the yaps. Not laat I should
boast. Far be it from such! In my
humble way I stop my car at the news
stand and buy the latest edition to
see if my picture, is brightening its
pages', and the story of my devotion
to the art of the early Greeks is get
ting any space. When disappointment
follows disappointment I do not rail
at Fate; I merely sink back and tell
myself that I must be brave and strug
gle on. Wednesday's a rotten day,
anyway.
Thursday My whole day is spoiled
by finding that Willie has sent me a
bracelet set with sapphrles when
distinctly told him that I never went
to sleep without dreaming of emeralds
I didn't read his letter.
It's hard
enough to listen to what he says with
out mushing through his notes. And
after all, what are the baubles men
hang about our necks? I am tso tired
of pearls that I wish someone would
send me a beef steak and a kitchen
stove. That'si the difference between
a showgirl and a society lady. One
night at the opera when I was "rest
ing" I asked Cleo what Caruso was
crying about. She said ehe thought
it was because some of the women
in the horseshoe curve were better
made up for "Pagliacci" than he was.
Cleo is a wonderful judge of music.
Me and Cleo to be grammatically
correct I should say Cleo and me
have been working overtime this afternoon at one of those tango teas.
It's no wonder the business man is

have a merry evening, but a moment
later he disappeared in the crowd and
was last eeen calling wildly for tea,
It's odd what an afternoon may bring
to light
Friday TJnderstumes rehearsed to
day and that beast of a stage manager
made me read the lines of the char
acter woman instead of tbe star's
part. They let Cleo have the eputer
of the stage, without a word of ex
planation to me, and when I announc
ed I would leave the show flat that
very night the stage manager merely
shrugged his shoulders. As I don't
understand French, I remained faithful to the management and graced the
evening performance with my pres
ence. My reward was a bunch of snow
white lilies with a note! reading: "I
have been frozen in tbe Klondike,,
frostbitten on the Yukon, ,'jnt you can
freeze anything I've ever struck. Lefts
1." Need I add that he wasn't A 1,
with me? Perish the thought!
Saturday Any day with two show
in It won't find me buying pictura
post cards to celebrate. The one ray,
of sunshine for yours truly is that
it's salary day. Nothing worries m
like debt, so I took my salary and.
bought my dressmaker a dinner
spread three ways across the tablecloth. Of course, mother has a smalt
income of her own and she just spoils,
me but every dressmaker has her
day, not to mention an appetite. And
I sihould worry her with my bill?
Never,
I dreamt I was making
Sunday
the jump to Philadelphia like a kangaroo and my wild shrieks brought tke
bed to a standstill. Gazing out through...
my window upon the new eight-stor- y
hotels rising in the sunlight, I vowed,
"rather than leave New York I shalii
retire from the stage."
A heavy cold in the lungs that was
expected to cure itself has been the
starting point in many cases of disease that ended fatally. The sensible
course Is to take frequent doses of
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP, r
It checks the progress of the disorderand assists nature to restore norm?conditions. Price 25c, 50c and ?!.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co,
Adv.

Gas in the etomacti or bowels is a,
iisagreeable symptom of a torpid!
liver. To get rid of.it quickly tak
flERBINE. It is a marvelous liver
stimulant and bowel purifier. Pric
fc Sold by Central Drug Co. AdT.
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Your House Can
VI irec! V itfioet Injury
to the Decorations
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You should have your house wired
turn m
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there will be no dirt and but little Inconvenienceyour walls and decorations will not be injured.

Sciatica Lumbago,
Dreaded Articular
Rhfromattum
Cored.

if

are not now using ELECTRIC
LIGHT you are depriving yourself of
one of the greatest modern convenIf you

iences.
I-

i

)

)

Then, too, with ELECTRIC SERVICE
in your house you can utilize "little
electric servants," such as electric
irons, vacuum cleaners, toasters, percolators etc. Just the things for corn-for- t.
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Ton Will Feel LUte an Acrobat After trains
B.
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name eiven to
t?hnmat!sm is simply
a Yniit-ivi ,aiun. mm VKU
rnjr
be reached by irrigating the entire blood
supply with a naturally assimilative antidote. There is but one stamlarrt rheumatism remedy, and Is sold in all drng eton
under the name of S. S. S. Attempts are
often made to sell nomctliin? claimed to t
"lust as good." Insist positlveiy you will
have nothing but 8. S. B.
It contains only pure vegetable elemeTitji
and is absolutely tree of mercury, iodide
of pntaHb or arsenic.
The recoveries of all types of rhenmft-tisr- a
by the use of 8. 8. S.' Is a fine tribute
to the natural efficacy of this remarkable
medicine, fur it is assimilated Just as na!
turally. Just m speeilicnliy, and just
Weil onlatned as tlte most acceptable, prnut
bamtuiiie, and most readily dirested fuo.t.
uo not fnil to pet a buttle of B. S. 8.
o will be astonished
t tbe ret'Klny.
sults.
If your rherunittism is of Keb. a
i!.dtin-a.
Hire to consult
would
that
you
' .
' i i! f. write to tiie medirni rtermriment,
a ft Specllii; Co., 121 SwUit UWg,
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men in congress, for fcrave men, for
men able to riso superior to the petty
exigencies of politics. Let the aver
age voter ask, himself how many men
now in the house earn actually earn
$7,50(5 a""jear.
How many of them
could earn half that amount in any

other employment. Yet these are the
men sent by the people as administers
the vast machinery of our national
It is time surely for the
.Editor. government.
people to exercise more care In se
lecting, their representatives and senators. ,
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MILLIONS TO SAVE LIFE

Entered at the poetoffice at East
iTjsji Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-,sisio- n
The interstate commerce commisthrough the United B'ates sion has compiled accurate statistics
as second class matter.
of the deaths and injuries from 'accidents on railroads, and here. they are
for 1912 the latest complete figures
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
all the railroads of the United
for
Daily, by Carrier
r
States:
.06
Tr Copy
318;
killed,
passengers
Passengers
.16
One Week
16,386; employes killed, 3,635;
injured,
.65
Month
Cme
7.50 employes Injured, 112,412; all others
.
TBae Year
killed (mostly trespassers), 6,332; all
Mall
Dally, by
...J6.00 others injured, 10,710. Total killed,
(Sue year (in advance).
3.00 10,582; total injured, 169,583.
Oix Months (in advance)
The New York Central Lines have
7.60
One Year (In arrears)
a
separate
department for safety work
3.75
Six Months (In arrears)
in charge of Marcus A. Dow. It was
organized May, 1912. It maintains a
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
safety exhibition car, which travels
GROWER
over the lines and which all employes
$2.00 are
One Year
to visit.
. 1.00 Therequired
tt Months
Pennsylvania railroad reports
199,753 expended for safety devices in
its shops, and a decrease in serious
(Cash In Advance for Mall
'
accidents from 5.4 per 1,000 employes
Subscriptions)
fiemit by check, draft or money in 1911 to 3.2 in 1912. The Pennsylseder. If eent otherwise we will not vania railroad has been particularly
active in reducing the deaths of tresOe responsible for loss.1'"
on
free
application
copies
passers. The cost of Its police deSpecimen
partment, which is largely devoted to
Is about
AT the trespass problem,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
of trespassnumber
The
a
year.
EXPIRATION OF. TIME
ers killed has been reduced from 572
PAID FOR
in 1907 to 303 in 1913.
i
The big corporations started the
Advertisers are guaranteed the movement. They must be given the
i
fergest dally and weekly circulation credit of having anticipated the legistat any newspaper In northern New lation on the part of various states
Mexico.
that will make accident prevention of
a high degree necessary to the em
ployer of labor, great or smalL
TELEPHONES
The one big fact that sticks out
2
Giulness Office ...............Main
above
everything else is that accident
Hews Department
...Main 9
prevention pays. It pays in immedi
ate returns, and It pays etill more in
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1914. the secondary saving of human life.
It costs an employer money to train
tne green hand that must take the
INCOMPETENTS IS
place of the skilled workman who is
CONGKKSS
killed or disabled. It increases hiB
operating expenses to have his workFor months many members of con men demoralized by frequent accigress have been devoting most of dents. And last, but not least, it is
tha going to be more and more expensive
j 'heir energies and thought to
problem of getting themselves
for employers to have accidents, beed.
Most of their official acts have cause the rights of injured workmen
;
J
")een shaped with the idea of gaining are
being better protected by legis
"
'
f'pularity among their constituents, lation. The "Safety First" movement
ith small regard for consideration. is of ecomonic a3 well as humanitar
;f Mght and wrong in legislation. The ian Importance. Fred J, Splttstone in
consreseman who has secured an ap-- i Leslie's.
prepriatlon Jof his district or who has
...
.0 , managed to land a few personal ap
pointments is happy m proportion to LENT BEGINS TODAY;
1Mb. success InT' these things. Beyond
f 'Siera he has no more Idea, In1 many
A SEASON OF FAST
eases, of tha real needs of the coun
the
than
humblest
constiof
hia
try
'
luent3. It Is a widespread fallacy that
FORTY
DAYS, NOT INCLUDING
ywery representative and every sena
WILL BE DEVOTSUNDAYS,
tor is
a statesman with po- ED TO PENITENCE
cullar advantages In the way of gaining valuable Information. The truth
This Is Ash Wednesday, the begin
Ja that the Inexperienced congressman
of Lent. This period of fasting
ning
rknows little about what is going on
which continues for 40
and
prayer,
in Washington except as ho reads of
not
days,
including
Sundays, preced
in the newspapers or is told by
is observed toy tffie Roman
Easter,
ing
of the various factions that
Catholic. Episcopal and one or two
control political matters.
other churches. The pope and the
There is vital need
this country
of the Catholic communion
fora higher standard of c fit reoual bishops
have eo modified the rules for the
When half a dozen
representation.
observance of Lent that persons do
members of each branch of congress
hard work or are In delicate
exercise a controlling power in legis- ing
healtih. are dispensed from the, rigor
lation. It leaves nearly a thousand men ous
fast They are allowed to at
nin Vashfngton drawing high salaries
meat at least once a day with the ex&& Statesmen who are little more than
ception of Wednesday and Friday,
r:raanikin8,performlng as the. strings and men doing manual labor and their
.are pulled from above. Th-- j
families are
to eat meat at
icued idea still prevails that when a all meals on allowed,
each day of the week
sra.in la elected to congress he
except Fridays. All the Sundays of
an Important factor la shaping
the year are feast days, hence one
"
governmental
policies. The
may eat meat at all meals, on the
statesman roaches " "back his
.'v,.
Sundays of Lent.,.
..s,. O.L
Sialr, thrusts hia hand Into the breast
The church requires that consider:
of his "Prince Albert" and assumes able time be
spent in prayer as well
an air of profound thought He stalks as
and tihe"; faitbful are refasting,
majestically among hta ' fellows at quested to , abstain from worldly
liome as if he carried the weight of amuSement.9 aucU as t
theaters, parth nation upon his shoulders. But ties and dances, as many
people in
when he gets to Washington he has Las Vega
Lent more or less
keep
to be led to his seat, and nobody strictly, the attendance! at the
pic
"knows him or pays any attention to ture shows
always falls off somewhat
Mm except as he Is told when and
during the 40 day before Easter.
Sow to cast his vote. Often he has Dances also become
rare and parties
o more Idea as to the significance of are few and far
between. Usually
Sd3 vote than a trained) seal.
those parties that are given during
President Wilson today holds both Lent are email and
entirely informal.
branches of congress in the hollow of
At the Church of the Immaculate
"
'j hand. ; There is 1e9 independent Conception a devotion known aa The
3on t, less honest Investlgatioa of Way of the Cross will.be conducted
,,i lathe proposals and toss studious every Friday evening during Lent, and
O ' 'y among the representatives of the members of the
parish will attend
1
people- in WasMngton, probably, in greater numbers the daily mass in
at wmost any t.'me since the re-- Ui morning3. At St Paul's Memorial
r
A8 formed.
The presidsnt di- - 'Episcopal church services will be
3 the shaping of the bills, turns held regularly each afternoon at 4:15
u over to 0o --mocratic cancua o clock. 1 here will do some excep1
f e merabors of f.lse majoriry say tion to this rule, hut announoeinent
i times are culW.
will be nm4e by (be rector;, Rev. .T. S.
when !;
w-! for
r .5 r
hix Moore,
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council will take place. At this meeting the proposition of deciding as to
the site for a sanatorium will be
brought up.
The Moose committee was well sat
isfied with its short "visit here. Mr.
McGee, the chairman, yesterday afternoon stated that the best thing about
Las Vegas Is its strong aggregation
of boosters.
.
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MEXICAN WAR FILMS
FULL OF INTEREST

Wholesome

Reliable-Indispen- sable
1

Its fame is

Its superiority
use
Its
is a protection
unquestioned.
against alum food. In buying baking
powder examine the label carefully
and be sure the powder is made from
cream of tartar. Other kinds do not
make the food healthful.
world-wid-

e.

f

Ash Wednesday is so called because
of the practice of the clergy of mak
ing a cross in ashes ujion the fore
head of each member of the congregation on the first, day of Lent. This
is a reminder that life Is short and
that man is but dust and to dust he

parish. (The time 'to fulfill that duty
extends Irom the first Sunday In Lent
to Trity Sunday, both Sundays
.

The educational value of the films
descriptive of the battle of Ojinaga,
which were shown last night at the
Browne theater, is great. They give
the spectator an adequate idea of the
kind of warfare which is being waged
across the border in Mexico. The
films show the various generals in
command of the federal and rebel
forces, the distribution of rations,
accavalry, infantry and artillery in
defeatof
the
tion and the long march
ed Huerta army to Maria, Tex., after
it had been driven across .the border
by the constitutionalist forces.
The point brought out most forcibly
conby the pictures is the miserable
dition of the soldiers of both armies.
They look poorly clad and the eagerness with which they seize the crack
ers handed them by the commissary
shows they are not bountifully fed.
fhe romance and glory of war is lack
ing, the men fighting in overalls and
sombreros instead of being equipped
in handsome uniforms. Tne scenes
showing the surgeons at work in an
effort to alleviate the sufferings of
the wounded are realistic, so much so
that Borne of the people in the audience were obliged to turn their faces

Finally, to avoid sin, either in
thoughts, words or deeds, since sin
has been the cause of the death of
must return.. It is also an incentive to Our Divine Lord Jesus Christ, Whose
Passion is commemorated during Lent;
penitence.
Following are Archbishop J. B. Pita- - and because this is the time at which
sinners have to turn from their evil away.
vaj's regulations for Lnt:
1." The following are the fast days ways.
The pictures show that the strugThe regulations nnd counsels will gle in Mexico Is a bloody one and
during the year:
(a) All days in Lent, Sundays ex be read to the faithful in the parish full of misery for those participating
churches on Quinquagesima Sunday in it. Reading columns of description
cepted.
and in the mission chapels at the first would not convey so accurate a knowl(b) Ember days.
(c) The Vigils (eve) of Pentecost, convenient opportunity.
edge of actual conditions In Mexico.
The pictures will be shown tonight
JOHN B. PIT AVAL.
Assumption, All Saints, and Christ- (Signed)
mas.
for the last time.
Archbishop of Santa Fe.
2.
Those are obliged to fast: all
Catholics who have completed their
$100 REWARD, $100
The readers of this paper will be
21st year of ag, and who have not en- THE1BEST LOCATION
pleased to learn that there is at leasjt
tered their 60th.
one dreaded disease that science has
3. These are exempted from the obable to cure In all its stages,
WILL GET THE PLOW been
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
ligation of fasting: all persons who
Cure is the only positive cure now
do hard labor, the sick, the convalknown to the medical fraternity. Caescent, those of weak constitution, MOOSE COMMITTEE: SAYS FINAN- tarrh being a constitutional disease,
and in general all who cannot fast
treatment
requires a constitutional
CIAL CONSIDERATIONS ARE
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalwithout a grievous detriment to their
SECONDARY
blood and
,
;
ly, acting directly upon the
health and occupations.
mucous surfaces of the system, there4. In case of doubt as to the obligathe
Following a abort visit in. this city, by destroying the foundation of
tion of fasting, the Rev. Pastor or Conand giving the patient
disease,
a
the
Hot,.
to
Springs
including
trip
fessor should ibe consulted.
strength by building up the constituand up the Galllnas Canyon, and after tion
and assisting nature in doing its
5.
(a)
By special dispensation:
of boosters at work. The proprietors have so much
a
meeting
attending
to
al
fast are
those who are obliged
the Commercial club5 rooms, the com- faith in its curative powers that they
lowed to eat flesh meat, during Lent,
for any
mittee of the Loyal lorder of Moose, offer One Hundred Dollars
fails to cure. Send for
case
at all meals on Sundays, and at the which
that
it
is making a trip over the west list of testimonials.
principal meal on Mondays, Tuesdays, for the purpose of
examining and obAddress: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToThursdays and Saturdays, with the ex taining facta concerning suitable sites ledo, Ohio.
ception of the second and last Satur- for a national tuberculosis sanatori- ; Sold by all druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constidays, on which abstinence from flesh um, left last night for Colorado. The
pation. Adv.
meat la of obligation for all.
committeemen apparently were much ' i "
(b) Those who are either excused pleased with what they saw, but said
REVEALS MURDER
or dispensed from fasting may eat
they were unable to state whether
Feb.. 25. A great sensation
Parel,
on
meals
at
meat
all
flsh
Sundays, they would recommend Las egas as
caused by the discovery of
has
been
and the location for the sanatorium.
SIbndayB, Tuesdays, Thursdays
of an engineer named Ca- the
body
Saturdays of Lent, except the second
The meeting at tne Commercial dlon, manager of a factory near Brest
and the last Saturday, on which ab club rooms! was for the purpose of of
who mysteriously disappeared last De
stinence froni flesh meat is of obliga fering the Montezuma hotel property
cember. The story of the discovery
tion, for all.;'
to the Moose and to give the Moose
is a remarkable one. A
6. Hence, all Wednesdays and Fri committee all th Inforniation it de of the body
M.
brother of
Cadolu, after making
days In Lent, aa also the second and sired regarding climatic and other
to solve the riddle,
efforts
unceasing
the last Saturdays of Lent: likewise conditions.
.
dif the disappearance, received a let-of
each one of the Ember days and
.
.U I .."U
Judg .David. J.' Leahy; presided and
a reiauve atL nnuvy, m wmuu
the Vigil days mentioned in No. 1 are spoke of the advantages of Las Vegas ler irom account
was an
of a conversation the
days of abstinence froni flesh meat for as a location for a sanatorium. The
writer had had with a fortune teller.
alL
judge gave other facts desired by the The missing man, the fortune teller
7. On fast days, and even on Sun committee. The
meeting lasted until had said, Was murdered by a tall,
days of Lent, neither those who are 5 'O'clock.
fi l
dark, bearded man of about 35 years,
' Mr.1
e
obliged to fast nor the others are
McGee, chairman of the
whb;,'ha4 hidden the body In a ditch
'at
to eat flesh meat and fish
and a member of the supreme in a wood not far from the- factory,
tne same meax, .
M
,
lodge of the order, informed' those and covered It with earth.'The dead
ludult granted arid present that the mission of the com8. By a
man's brother, although Incredulous,
renewed to the bisops of the United mittee was to examine all available
a search in the place indicated
made
States by the Holy See, we permit' all sites and obtain Information aa to
and
at
the exact spot described by
our
diocese,
the workingmen of
their desirability, for the use of the
teller the body was disfortune
the
agricultural or otherwise, grand lodge in locating the national
covered.
The
latest development In
meat
at all sanatorium. He stated that Las Vegas
when at worko,. eat
fa" the, arrest oi! a partner of
case
the
meals, they wid" all the members of has" an equal chance witfi' all other
the murdered man' oh an accusation
their families, on all days or last ana cities that have been visited, but that
of, having committed the crime. The
abstinent;, with the exception; of,4s thej,final decision would favor the accused
is said' to1 answer'' the 'deWednesday, Christmas Eve, the Wed place where, the conditions, ;were
of the murderer as given by
;";;'-,H'gutted to the needs of a" sana- scription
nesday and Saturday of the Holy
'J
teller.
fortune
tne
jv.all .Ember torium, If. Las Vegas Is lound to be
Week, ,the Fridays.
the best suited for the sanatorium it
weeks, and all the Fridays of Lent.
Vanish Away
Following are a few rules of life for will get it. He left a list of questions
Men and women "having backache,
sanctifying the Holy Season of Lent: to be answered by the Commercial rheumatism, stiff and swollen Joints
from Intoxicating club, The list contains1 inquiries as are honestly glad to know that Foley
1. To abstain
everydrink and from all kinds of gluttony; to climatic records', value of Las Kidney Pills are successful
drivln out these ills. That
in
where
from
cure
for
theaters, Vegas air and sunshine as a
also to stay away
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
and other worldy tuberculosis, and the altitude.
dances, parties
true medicine and quickly effective in
The meeting brought forth the fact all diseases that result from weak, inamusements,
2. To hear Mass, if possible, even that the Moose are looking for the active kidneys and urinary Irregularities. O. 0. Schsefer and Red Cross
on woek days.
best possible ' place to locate their Drug Store.
Adv.
3.
To assist regularly at all the sanatorium and the financial consider
services of Int; particularly at the ation plays no part Jn the selection if La Grippe Leave IU Victims Prostrate
Some victims of la grippe never fulspecial Instructions, aa announced by a place suitable to the wishes of the
recover the health of the lungs, and
ly
La3
of
Stations
and
the
Vegas
the
found.
council
la
supreme
pastor,
your
coughing Is weakening. The
persistent
the
and
looks good to the committee,
Cross on Fridays.
quick action of Foleys Honey and Tar
nt tha location- of the makes It valuable in severe la gripp?
4. To give alms, especially if you nnssihiiM-coiiRhs. F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind
Moose sanatorium here is good.
do not fast
"La grippe loft me with a so
5. To prepare one'a self for the fulThe reports from the different cities writes:
vere cough that Foley's Honey and
at
San
fillment of the Easter duty, which con- must be eent to Mr. McGee
Tar cured, and I am tiack to my nor
sist in a pood confession, and in the Francisco, Cab, by March 2, and on mal weirfit." O. G. Schaefer and Red
in one's own March 18 a meeting of the supreme Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Pnsohal Communion,
6.
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er named Balzac look like a Mexican
Manufacturer of
soldier beating It for the Texas borworking night and day In attempts or holding a base runner rounding the
to carry out their instructions from third station.
der..
AFERTON
MINERS' CONVENTION OPENS
Washington. Carothers may leave in
There is talk of forming a' new
Champion Johnny KUbane has turn
Opening a few days for the south to be present
Peoria, 111., Fw
ed down a tempting offer from Probaseball league with a circuit made
'tJiUt-ewession of the cohv'Btio4W t"
at the expected battle " for the posses up of Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Colorado
-:moter Snowy Baker to display his
"
Mine Workers of Illinois was held slon of Torreon.
cleverness In Australia.
Fort Collins and Greeley,
ring
Springs,
today. The address of welcome was
Foil Hand Sewed Shoes
It was reported at Juarez that Gen- Col., and Cheyenne, Wyo.
Now it Is Jimmy Clabby who la
delivered by Mayor E. N. Woodruff. eral Carranza was due at Nogales toThe new Erie team In the Canadian
clamoring for a match with Mike GibThree hundred and sixty-fiv- e
delegates day. ; Cabrera expects to meet him
H.
bons. One of these days some scrapwill
be
George
piloted by
league
have voting; privileges at the conven- there.
jK
will peeve Mike and then there
'J
who was formerly a big league
per
Smith,
shoes
These
are
built;
.
tion.
be a flsihL
will
and
later manager jofhe
catcher
to fit and give you comAmericans Leave Villa's Army
Buffalo teap;j nr
preddle Welsh, the English lightChihuahua, Mex. Feb. 25. Fifteen
The Federal league promoters have
weight champion, has at last consents
fort. I give special at- OLD RECORDS BROKEN
Americans who came here with Vil been making strenuous efforts to land
ed to take on a live one," He has been
tention to fine repatr
Washington, Feb. 25. Snow today la's rebel troops were mustered out Tris Speaker, of the Red Sox, Sam
signed up to meet Joe Rivers ia Ver
invaded, sections of the south ..where today on advice from Washington and Crawford . of the Tigers and Mike
non on St. Patrick's day.
work. JsS
it has not ibeen before in 15 or 20 will be returned to Juarez today or iDoolan and Tom Seaton of the PhilAmyears. In Savannah there was two tomorrow. The presence of the
lies.
Inches of snow the first in a score ericans, animated by a desire for ad- - Joe Jackson of the Cls'and Naps
SASKETOALt TICKETS
; i $1.
Hand Sewed Sole
of yearSrwhile Augusta had a like venture rather that belief in the con and Bill Laval of the R'cmnon Vir
each
stitutionalist cause, multiplied possi- ginla- Jeague team, are joint propriefall. Macon and Columbus, Ga.,
Hand Sewed Soles , a,
ABE PLACED ON SALE
reported two Inches. New Orleans bilities of International complications tors of a billiard parlor recently openi
I 5 1
t
w
.
probably'; was the point farthest south to an extent .which, overshadowed ed la the Virginia state capital.. .,.
m
mm m
U.kiai mM
' to report snow the first there since their usefulness as rapid fire gun
The National Association of ProGAME FRIY..M. C.
operators.
103. ;;:
fessional Baseball, Clubs Ihas sustainDAY NIGHT EXPECTED TO
ed the objections of President
Other work at same
6
BE EXCITING
O'Rourke of the Eastern association,
reasonable prices.
I
against the action of the New York-Nec
tc
ca
For
The tickets fpr the big basketball
Jersey league in changing Its
carry all the best leath- Wfcen You Wait SosielMag
name to the Eastern league.
game to be played rrlaay night at
il (C
LUViZr Non-Ski- n
cr r.lzln
i
j
the armory between the Y. M. C. A.
Manager Bill Phillips of the Indiana
ers. "Stock and QualiPartkiilary Mca
Mex
team
New
from
five
inand
the
tha
team
to
is
Federal
league
trying
You can always depend upon IC C not to
FLske tires r.r:J everjt!.:.::;
and tires
ico University have been issued and
ty" is our motto always.
the
duce Vincent Campbell to
makes
double
raise
on
wore
over
sale
the
Feds.
disappoint you. The
Hoosier
placed
today
the
game and join
Bring me your repair
ed for tlis auto.
city.
doubly certain nothing is left to "luck." If the
Campbell's last appearance in the big
and
work
atI
will
are
indications
The
that
will
the
raise
and
it
C
explain
light,
batter is a little thin, K
yard was in 1912 with the Boston
tendance at this game will 1e unusu""
'
Braves.
' '
:T '
the Aferton and Vansel
Ml 1
feathery and it will be all the better. Jarring the
ii
ally large, and much Interest is ,:'U.?,
The High school of Everett,' Mass.,
differmakes
around
the
no
stove or turning
pan
shown in It. The local tmra is in the
shoes.
. ' ;
' 1
I
N boasts threa oftheIts formerIn baseball
' a
ence K C sustains the raise until baked.
-k ......
'
best of shnpe for a fast and eseit'B'?
.. .
the b'g
tryouts
players among
T-game, while reports 'from AlbiKjnarqne
When there's a birthday or wedding cake
show this sprint, t.rit'ie Harrison Is
are that the Duke City bimcti in un525 1'2 Dough$ Avenue
.with the New York Giants, "Dutchy"
to bake, or refreshments for :cejioa cr party
usually etrong this year.
Bold with the St. Louis Browns and
C- -.
4 4
to provide, take no cha:.. A fast premlimlnary has been nr- Opposite
George Erlckley with the Philadelphia
ranged for, and this should be & tao
Americans.
Peoples Back and Trust Go.
tor toward assuring a large attend- ance,
1
Enlwcrihe tor Tfco Cr" .i.
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Under the power granted to
cities and towns of
6, sec.
2402, C. I. 1S97, to erect all needful
buildings for the use of the city or
town, such municipalities are limited
to the erection of such needful buildfor public
ings as may be "required
use or for municipal uses and purpos
es and contradistineJ from private or
c
uses, and, If the primary
object of a building to be construed is
a municipal purpose, the fact that it
may 'be incidentally used for theatrlc- ul purposes, may not have the effect
of rendering the action in erecting it
e
invalid; but where the paramount
and object Is for other than
strictly municipal purposes, legislative authority Is lacking In this etate
for the erection of such buildings by
"
cities and towns.
Opinion by Hanna, J., Roberts, C. J.
Parker, J. Concurring E. C. Cramp-ton- ,
Hugo Seaberg, O. L. Phillips, R.
C. Alford, Charles A. Spiess, attorney
for appellees.
II. L Bickley, J. Leahy, H. H. Rod-ricPershing and TItsworth, Albert
T. Rogers, Jr., attorneys for appellants. February 23, 1914.
No. 1624. State of New Mexico, ex
rel Jacobo Chaves, appellee, vs. Wil
liam G. Sargent, Btate auditor, appel
lant.
Statement of Facts
This is a proceeding by mandamus
by the relator, as superintendent of
insurance, aaginst the respondent, as
state auditor, to compel the approval
of a. warrant drawn by him on the In
surance fund for the sum of $1,400 In
favor of relator, a3 superintendent of
insurance, for salary from the first
day of December, 1912, to the first
day of July, 1913.
The respondent defended upon the
ground that there was no appropria
tion of the legislature for any salary
of the superintendent of insurance
after December 1, 1912, and that,
therefore, he had no authority to ipay
the salary. The district court found
n

-

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

HanU Te, N. M., Feb. 25. The etate
:upremo court handed down the

'

decisions:
James R, Smith, et al., appellee, vs.
fha City of Raton, ct al, appellants,'
.'.Julfax county.
Statement of Fact
Plaintiffs brflow, appellants here,
i
brought this action In the district
scurt of Colfax county, as residents
riii-- i
taxpayers of the city of Eaton,
teeeliin to enjoin the defendants
the city of Baton and its officers,
munici
rom constructing a
pal building, and Issuing bonds tor
that purpose.
After an election held In conformity
io an ordinance duly, assed the election voted In favor of Jlhe Issuance of
the bonds not to exceed the sum of
;

'

be-So-

125,000.
A preliminary restraining order was
ibsued by the district court and was
subsequently made permanent, from

this order the city of Raton appealed
to this court
court below,

Judgment of the
Syllabi.

of section
402, C. L. 1897, examined, held, that
t
Ion 8.
ihe first paragraph of
authorizing the Issuance of municipal
9iond3 for certain (purposes, and providing the procedure therefor, which
portion of said- sub section was enacted as a part of see. 14, chap. 39 C. L.
or
jtii, was not repealed, 67modified
enacted as
amended by
tec. 1. of chap. 70, S. L. 1897.
The first paragraph of sub-se- c
. 2.
tion 6 of section 2402 C. I 18fl7, Is
not inconsistent with any provisions
of the state constitution and was
therefore continued as a law of the
slate by virtue of section 4of article
XVTT of our constitution.
1.

6

s

and

67

sub-sec-

-

Bub-secti-

quasi-publi-

pur-poe-

against the respondent, and he ap
peals to this court
Judgment reversed cause remanded
with instructions to dismiss writ of
mandamus.
Syllabus by the Court
1. The office of superintendent, of
insurance, created by chapter 5, laws
of 1905, which was amended by chapter 48, laws 1909, was not abolished
by section 6 of article XI of the constitution. The latter is not self executing except as to those powers specifically conferred upon the corporation commission therein. It requires
legislation to carry the section into
effect in regard to some of the pow
ers now exercised by the superin
tendent of Insurance. The superintendent of Insurance was continued In
office by Bee. 9 of article XXXI of tha
constitution, until superseded" Ty the
corporation comimssion, and he has
not been fully so susperseded, by rea
son of the lack of legislation to carry
the constitutional provision Into effect. Ho may still exercise such func
tions of his office as were not specific
ally transferred to the corporation
commission.

v

Fornoff vs. Sargent,
state ex rel Delgado
Pac. 218, approved.
of chapter 127, laws
1909, and chapter 40, laws 1909, interpreted and construed, and held to re
peal by necessary implication, section
12 of chapter 5, laws of 1905, in so far
as the same authorizes the payment
of the salary of the superintendent of
insurance out of the Insurance fund
upon the warrant of the superintend
ent of insurance out of Insurance ap
proved by the state auditor. The superintendent of insurance, after the
act of 1909, was to Ibe paid his salary
out of the general salary fund of the
territory, and was so paid1 until De
cember 1, 1912, when the appropriation thereof ceased.
Amendment Filed
An amendment to the articles of in
2. State ex rel,
136 Pac. 602, and
vs. Sargent, 134
Sections 4 and 11

FEBRUARY

5, 1914.

corporation was filed in the state corporation commission's office today by
the Houston-Har- t
Lumber company of
Clovls, decreasing the amount of the
capital stock from 800 to 400 shares
falued at $100 a share.
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SHORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

New Company

The Rosenwald Realty company of
Las Vegas, filed Incorporation papers
naming Cecilio Rosenwald statutory
agent, at Las Vegas. The company is
capitalized at $200,000 with 2,000
shares at $100. The paid In capital is
The incorporators, all of Las
$75,000.
Vegas, are as follows: Cecilio Rosen
wald, Gilbert E. Rosenwald and Her
bert W. Clark, each 250 shares.
Notaries Public
Governor McDonald has appointed
the following notaries public: Edward
C. Tafoya, Santa Fe, Santa Fa coun
ty; George E. CardwelL Alto, Lincoln
county; Simpson E. Ferree, Artesia,
Eddy county; Austin R. Moses, Rock
Island, Quay county.
Requisition Issued
The governor has Issued a requisition on the governor of Colorado for
the extradition of H. J. Coulter, now
lecked up at Antonito, and wanted in
New Mexico on the charge of forgery.
Elias, Garcia has gone to Denver- to
have the requisition honored by Colo
rado's governor.
Ladies' Auxiliary Meets
The ladies' auxiliary of the San
Diego exposition commission met yes
terday and permanently organized
with the following officers: Mrs. W. J.
Fugate of Las Vegs, chairman; Miss
Conrad, of Santa Fe, vice chairman;
and
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, secretary
Miss Aurora Lucero, of Santa Fe, as
sistant secretary. The auxiliary will
ask for $500 to defray railroad and
other expenses for a vigorous cam
paign to the waged throughout the
state, holding of rallies, etc. It Is
planned to make five trips to arouse
enthusiasm over the San Diego ex
position.

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
N
BROTHERHOOD
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night at
A. M. Regular com- munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas aveoae 01
J'jA
thlrd TnursJy in S o'clock. Visiting members are
a
s
3. C. Werti, Fr
64011 monta Visiting dia!ly welcome.
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. BuhJer, Secretary; O. ft
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

CHAPMAN

II

A

COLUM

'

RATES

l"OR

ADVER

CLASSIFIED

TISEMENTS

vl y3

Petten, Secretary.
F.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Rex-a4a-r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
conclave rKJL Taee-t- i
No ad to occupy less space than two
In each aoentk at Maday
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 3, ROY

Regular con- vocation nrst Monaay in
each month .at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. P. No.
A. RrinfleM"
V n No.
H T
No.
Blood, Secretary.

f

r

O. E. Meets first. 'and third Trie
day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

East 'Bound
Arrive

a

t.

2

'
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NUMMfcft, MAIN

For

iir

CztSo

9....

FOR RENT

Two housekeeping rooms. Cemetery Trustee.
Seventh street.
B- - P. O.
ELKS Meets eeeond and
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds
fourth Tuesday evening of each
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery month Elks' home
on Ninth street and
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
age City, Kansas.
are cordially Invited.
Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
BARRED Rock eggs for hatcning, 65
Secretary.
cents per setting of 15. C. A. McMillan, phone Olive 5572.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF

ir

,

GOOD

ICHIE

PRACTICALLY

For Runt

day of the month In the vestry roemi
ut Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock a
also a plain gold bracelet last night m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
near Twelfth istreet
Finder re vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
turn to Optic office. Reward.
Greenclay, Secretary.

R NOTH

x

!

1

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

.

one

S

T

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

23

Years Practical Experience.

A.

JONES'

w

W. BOWERS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsltini
Montague,

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
members are especially welcooe anr
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
Invited.
cordially
teneral Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiOF COLUMBUS, COUN.
KNIGHTS
cure, Chiropody.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Hotel Romalne
.urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 8:30 p. m.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
A.TTOKNEY8
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hanke
--

ou mz
EMPRESS
FLOUR

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you M do any
way when you
learn how Much

I??

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realb

is. g

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

r

SILVER
FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS'
can be ob
tained m this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Attorneye-at-La-

as

4

7

A gold watch chain and pin,

JONES-BOWER-

p. m,
a. m.
n. m.
p. n.

This elegant Rogers'
-Silver Sooen

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuei

Lost

;

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second anc
'
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltln?
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretary

a

Depart
1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

For YOU! I

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
W. p. W. hall, Sixth street, oh the
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, fl
first and third Mondays of each
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.
month
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
I. strong
cockerels. C.
Ladies
always welcome. O. L. Flers
V. Wesner.
man, President; A. D. Tillman, FinanMrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
AN upright Chickering piano for sale cier;
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
or rent. A big snap. The Rosenthal
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Furniture Co.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

LOST

1

p. oa
p. m.
a. m.
p. Ha

414

Inquire

May-hatche- d

SUBSCRIBE FORTHE OPTIC AND GET

7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

-

B.

SECUR-

ttej'ii

Depart

7:20 p. m
4... .11:54 p. m
8.... 2:25 a. in.....
No. 10.... 1:35 p. m
I. p. O. F. LAS VEGAS
West Bound
LODGE NO.
Meets every Mondav nveninp- nt
Arrive
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No. 3.... 6:35 a. m
J. Frledenstlne, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, No. 7.... 4:20 D. m
v.
6:35 p. m
i. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
3

VemiB.

New Mexi

......20o

lb., or More, Each Del very
lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery ...... --... .250
5Mn
200 Ibt to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .
60 lbs, to 200 Ibe, Each Delivery .
Less than SO lbs. Each Delivery
h.m.mimmWO

2,000
1,000

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
loom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1'
East Las YegaB, New Mexico
3EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
Tucumcari, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
he State of New Mexico, under and
y virtue of the act of Congress
June 20, 1910, hereby makes
pplication for the within described
inappropriated, unreserved, and
public lands, for the beueflt
f the University. Said lands being
ntuated In the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more
described as follows,
Oescrlption
f Tracts
Sea Twp. Rng. Mer.

:40o

per 161 Ska
per 1SS ica
nap

1KS

lb.

per
per

ICS

la

iss im

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors c? Natural Ice, tie Partly IS3
Lasting Qualities f Wbteh Have Made Lea Vesaa Tamona.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
All persons wishing to protest
gainst selection by the state of .New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
isalnst the said selection In this e
on or before the twenty-sevent- h
lay of March, 1914,
R, A. PRENTICE,
Register.
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MADE HIM GIVE UP THE GAME

WHEN TRAVEL WAS NO JOKE

Caddie's Unfeeling Remarks Too Much
for Tender Fee!inga of Dear
Old Gentleman.

People of Today Would Shudder at
the Hardships Taken as a Mat-

A d;;ar old gentleman, who had only
taken up .the dear game very late in
"votes for women?" inquired my
life, spent some months endeavoring,
friend the fisherman, cutting off a genunder the tuition of a professional
erous slice of chewing tobacco from
and the care of a special caddie, to
black stick of plug. "Sure I believe
hit the ball. When he succeeded in
lu 'em. But you can't change nature
doing so at all it was never more than
toy no such means aB that. A woman
a few yards, and every bunker on the
course was his daily doom. Still his
that bas a vote will be, more or less,
the same as a woman without one.
caddie, having an eye to the main
Borne women with the vote will be
chance, always encouraged nlm to
think that he would soon be more
ngels, just the same as if they hadn't,
and some will be the other thing
player, and the old man, with the
whether they have, the vote or not.
hope that springs eternal even more
in the hearts of golfers than in other
"Now there's that Miss Abigail Per
people, firmly believed him. One day
iins you saw up here last summer.
it happened that his special caddy was
Spinster, age uncertain, temper unabsent, and a ruffianly looking person
safe, home, Boston. Thought she was
filled with the love of humanity, when to.
appeared on the first tee with the old
"We put up ten dollars apiece for gentleman's clubs. He took his norIt was plain ordinary well, you'll see
what it was later. No, it didn't de gasolene and sundries, including wear mal 14 shots to the first hole, to the
Telop until you had gone home. She of tires. It was cheap at the price, unconcealed but unnoticed disgust of
tayed up here all last winter, you but we found afterwards that Hi Bliss the caddie; but on the second tee the
now. Fact is, she's staying here now made a good profit out of the deal, as miracle happened, and the old boy for
he usually did. The next morning, once hit a beauty.
3rat she's changed greatly changed.
sure enough Hi came spinning along
"That was a good one, wasn't it?"
"Well, sir, Tobias never prided
he asked, turning to the bearer of
on being anything but just an or- in his automobile.
" 'I'll be back tomorrow night, boys,' clubs.
dinary village. No rich men, no poor,
'Have you seen
"Good one?" retorted the rufllan, in
nd them that's got the most money he says, winking.
tones of the bitterest contempt "Why,
earned it honestly. Decent fishermen, her?'
"We had.. She was down to the I could play better than that with me
(for the most part, trying to make a
full of kero- left fut!"
.
Ifalr living and give their wives and crick with a watering-caThis unexpected verdict to upset
'iamilies the best they can. Along sene. We tipped Hi off and sort of
omes Miss Perkins, wanting to re waited around. Ten minutes later we the poor old man that he walked
heard the worst yelling you ever im- straight back home, and has never
iorra Tobias.
"You remember last August it was agined, and a minute after that Hi's touched a club since.
the flies that bothered her. Said flies automobile come whizzing along the
and civil road, containing HI and Miss Abigail. RANK HIGH IN SCHOLARSHIP
was a disgrace to
and wanted to wipe 'em oul She was clinging round his neck and
Ibefore the spring come along. Wen! shouting 'kidnaper!' in a voice that That Athletes Are Poor Students Is
waked all Tobias. But
jround about the back doors pouring ought to have
Denied by Former Professor
'.kerosene on the flower beds. Ruined nobody offered to Interfere as the auto
In an Eastern College. .
it
we
see
two dollars' worth of bulbs I'd set ou went by, and presently
land spoiled a half ton of fertilizer it whizzing up the road toward the hills,
"That athletics are practiced in n.ost
Miss Abigail still clinging to Hi's
imy stable. Did I say anything? No and
colleges do not detract the attention of
neck.
Mise
believe in people's motives and
students from scholastic duties is
"We waited, a week, and then anAbigail's was all Tight, only the
testified to by college proabundantly
we
at the end of that time

Traveling in the thirties of the last
century, even in the more thickly settled states of the Union and with the
most advanced forms of transportation at the traveler's command, was yet
something to face with all the fortitude that could be drummed up. The
Philadelphia Record gives a glimpse
of what that traveling was like:
"On November 26, 1833, a car made
the first trip over the Portage railroad. This was the most remarkable
engineering undertaking of the times.
The railroad was 36 miles long, extending across the Allegheny mounto Johntains from Hollidaysburg
stown. There were ten inclined planes,
five on each side ot the mountains.
Engines at the top of each plane pulled
up four cars at a time. The ascent on
the east side measured 1,398 feet.
Then there was a tunnel of 87C feet
and a descent of 1,172 feet on the
western side. Passengers on canal
boats entered the cars at Hollidaysburg, embarking in other boats on the
westren side and thus continuing their
journey to Pittsburgh. Later boats
were built so that they could be taken
apart into three or four sections and
placed on a car for the trip over the
mountains."
Folk who quarrel over the lateness
of a train might feel better if they reminded themselves of what a boon
their own belated transportation
would have been to their

into Shaughnessy county, in the next
state.
"'Maybe she'll come back,' we. said.
"'No, she won't,' says Hi, grinning.
'I'm going to make her think I'm running avay with her to marry her, and
by thunder, I'll make her think she's
escaped me by a meracle.'
"Well, sir, Miss Abigail, like most
old maids hadn't no use for matrimony. Not that she refused to recognize it as a divine institution, but
she looked on it very much as the
Apostle Paul did, and we agreed that
Hi's scheme would most likely scare
her out of Tobias. HI was to start
out on the follering morning and look
for Miss Abigail along the shore. She'd
got a scheme for putting oil on the
waters of the crick, to kill next year's
mosquitoes, and it seemed safe enough
for Hi to reckon on finding her there
and kidnaping her before anyone
could come to help if anyone wanted

ti:.:i;;g kiss Abigail
By GEORGE MUNSON.
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of Courae Years Ago.

n

I

'strings got twisted.
"Started a crusade against the cows
along about Christmas. Said the curse
of the country was the Great White
Plague, coming from cows. Got a
tube full of some doctor's stuff and
went round pricking every cow undei
the ear. Few days later, said com
would naturally go oft her feed, hav
ing all that stuff put into her system
Miss Abigail says that's a sign ot
Wanted 'en
tuber tuber tubem
killed. Tobias set up a holler and we
saved our cows.
"You remember Hiram Bliss, whe
wanted to charge the artists a com
mission for letting 'em paint his seen
ery? Meanest man in Tobias, mosl
people thought. Hard old skinflint
grasping, and always ready to take

other, and
sadly agreed that there must have
been some accident. We guessed the
auto had been upset and both their
necks broken, and nobody grieved
very much as the third week went by,
and the fourth came in.
"About the middle of the fourth
week

Hi comes

bowling

into

town,

and with him Miss Abigail, looking aa
spruce as a new pin. Hi stops the
car.
" 'Boys,' he says, 'let me present
you to my wife. We've bin on our
honeymoon in New York, and there's
chicken for supper and you're all
welcome.'
"I don't know which startled us the
more, the wedding or Hi's asking us
to supper. But there's been a change
since then. Bir. Those two sort of
chipped each other's rough edges off,
and, as my wife says, what made them
so cranky was neither being married.
You couldn't find a better neighbor
than Hi now, and as for Mrs. Abigail
say, my wife says that kid of theirs
methis being-raiseby
ods the same as ours was!
(Copyright, 1914, by W. G. Chapman.)
MADE

THE PUN PERMISSIBLE

Hawthorne's Most Clever Use of Name
of Friend Worthy to Rank
as a Classic.

fessors," remarked Dr. James
a former professor In one of the
Dr.
eastern colleges.
Brinker, the
president of Lehigh university, declared that the Lehigh football squad
had averaged higher in Scholastic
standing than the students who did
not participate in college athletic3. Lehigh is not the only college in which
this fact has been marked. Cornell for
several years and I have no doubt
that it continues to show it had
and baseball teams the members
of which led their classes.
"Properly controlled athletics are as
necessary "to successful mental training as are professors. I presume there
have been instances where members
of college teams have failed in their
examinations, and charges follow, as a
matter of course, that these men are
not genuine students. But the facts are
so pronounced that the best men on
the
leading athletic teams in our
greatest colleges are men of big mentality that the suggestion that col
leges have to hire athletes falls in its
beginning."
Hine-man-

foot-bul-

tj

Went Around Prlcklna Every
Under the Ear.

.

Cow

advantage of his neighbor. Well, sir,
when Miss Abigail got the cow craze
it hit him pretty hard. He was the in
.strument of our saving our cows, be
and Miss Abl
cause he had twenty-six- ,
gall had got into his pasture and
pricked every cow he had, and thej
all developed tubers. Well, as I was
saying, we saved our cows, but when
!we heard Miss Abigail was starting
an agitation to have half our cottages
pulled down, because they wasn't san
itary, we set up another holler. Miss
(Abigail was fighting all Tobias then,
except Small, the builder, who was on
her side, being naturally prejudiced.
J We held a town meeting, and a few
of us formed a committee me, Joe
Emery, Jim Byles and Luke Thomson
Something had to be done to stor.
Miss Abigail from making our lives

miserable. She was here and there
and everywhere. She had something
to tell the mothers about the babies
feeding, and she wanted physlcology
taught in the school, and she didn't
think oats ought to be about when
the birds was nesting. Well, sir., we
were in the heat of the discussion
when In walks Hi Bliss.
"I hear you boys are holding a town
meetine regarding that Perkins wo
man." he says. We were so surprised
to see him acting neighborly that we
didn't know what to say. "Make me
the chairman." says Hi. "and I'll I'll
and
Twe'ntv-siCOWS,
Fttln linr
saved by the skin of the neck!"
"We elected him to the chair unanimously, and then he told us his plan,
There wasn't no way of getting rid of
Miss Abigail except by kidnappm
her. Hi explained that if we'd paj the
cost of the gasolene he'd get her into
Ms auto, which he'd been too mean
to use ever since he bought it, the
year before, and run her out a couple
ot hundred miles over the mountains
,

Haw-thorne'-

Youthful Dutch Smokers.
census of smokers taken the other day among the boys attending nine
elementary schools in a suburb of Amsterdam, Holland, reveals that among
the
they number ten per
cent.; among those of seven years 16
per cent.; and 32 per cent, among
those of eight; while in the sixth
schooling year, at which the average
age is twelve, the percentage has risen
to 53. As it falls rapidly after the
limit of 'compulsory attendance, the
early use of tobacco would not Bp
pear to be aa incentive to learning
It is the cisar, not the cigarette, which
those Dutch youngsters delight ill- A

l

Woman's Work.
According to the. last volume of the
British census returns in the United
Kingdom women have succeeded in
establishing themselves in a namber
of industries where their presence is
unexpected.
s
Several women are
and whitewashes, and four are bricklayersall of them widows. There is
Three
only one woman coachman.
women appear under the heading of
"clergymen, priests and ministers,"
and four are ccalheavers.
Then there are 347 women "carmen" and wagoners, and 231 women
blacksmiths and "strikers."
One woman occupies herself with
making patent fuel, and there are
three women shipwrights, and five
women "tramway car makers."
Finally, England and Wales can
boast of 56 women carpenters and
joiners, and 14 women masons, Of the
latter 13 are widows.
paper-hanger-

The pun has never been considered
a very high distinguished form of wit
by the humorists or writers of any language. It must be admitted, however,
that when employed as Nathaniel
Hawthorne employed it, as a delicate
tribute to a friend, the pun serves an
excellent purpose.
Hawthorne's pun occurs in his Oui
Old Home, in the chapter headed
"Consular Experiences." In referring
to his sojourn at Liverpool as consul,
during the presidency of Franklin
Pierce, Hawthorne dwells with special
pleasure on the visits of a young Eng
lish friend, "a scholar and a literary
amateur, between whom and mysell
there sprung up an affectionate and, I
trust, not transitory regard."
This friend used to come and sit oy
the Hawthorne fireside, talking vivaciously and 'eloquently upon literature and life, the difference between
American and English characteristics,
and many other subjects.
"It would gratify my cherished re
membrance of this dear friend," Hawthorne continues, "if I could manage,
without offending him, or letting the
public know it, to introduce his name
upon my page. Bright was the illumination of my dusky, little apartment as
often as he made his appearance
there."
The casual reader never suspects
that Hawthorne has accomplished his
mirooge. and that the adjective tnai
cunningly begins a sentence and thus
achieves the right, to a capital initial
may also be read as a proper name.
Henry A. Bright was, in fact,
only intimate friend In Liver
was a man of wealth and
Ha
pool.
noEition. a Ilterarv dilettante. Haw
thorne gave him the complete manu
Rrrint of "The Marble Faun," and It
remains one of the most valued pos
sessions of Brlght's descendants.

,

CLIPPING

FILE WORTH MUCH

Man In Responsible Position Goes So
Far as to Consider It Invaluable
in His Work.
who isn't constantly
studying the methods in his particular line seldom rises righ in this
world" says the chief mechanic of a
division of a railroad entering New
York. "And above all, the man who
studies must have the faculty of stor-

"The man

0N kJ KJ' w KJ KJ
f"

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

"And another thing, I make reading
and keep constantly at It"

Human Nature at Its Worst,
The young woman who was cast off
by her fiance when he discovered her
drinking in the unsavory evidence at
a murder trial earned what she got.
The morbid interest in filth that
crowds such a court room is about as
revolting an instinct as the world
shows. It makes one wish to apolo
gize for being a human being.
A certain amount of morbid curiosity is present in the most whole
some of us. The Instinct to stare at a
cripple or hang about a street accident is pretty widespread. But every
man or woman recognizes the unhealthy quality of the
Instinct and tries to choke it down.
To the credit of humanity be it said
that only the very weak specimens
yield. New York Tribune.
d

Peculiarities of Slang.
slang synonyms for
which is supposed to
origin, and has been
Wbltechapel, London,
as witness a popular song of 1886, in
which the refrain supplies one of the
few rhymes to "lady:" "Met a lady,
alsed my cady." It is doubtful whetn- er any article of apparel has so many
slang alternatives as a hat. A by no
means nothing but "contrary star.
tile," "golgotha," "canister," "cas
colleger, "cock and
tor," chimney,
pinch," "cow shooter," "davld," "digger's delight," "fantail," "gomer,"
muffin
"goss," "moab, "molocher,
cap," "mushroom, "pm oox, stove
pipe," "thatch," "truck" and "weejee.

Among the
hat" Is "cady,"
have a Hebrew
long in use in

Vfhat interested Her.
Little Myrtle, the daughter of Colonel and Mrs. Cargetts of the Salvation
Army, was apparently intensely interested in a sermon by Col. Samuel
Brengle, for many years a friend of
the late Gen. William Booth, at Salvation Army headquarters, in West
Fourteenth street. Her parents highly
approved of this reverent attitude.
"You were greatly impressed by Colonel Brengle's speech, were you not,
my dear?" said her proud parent after
the meeting.
"Yes, papa," she answered enthus
iastically. "I was wondering all the
time he was talking how far his chin
Borax Water for Stains.
sank into his whiskers." Colonel BrenKeep upon your toilet table a bottle
im
a
with
is
blessed
particularly
gle
New of borax solution, made by dissolv
pressive hirsute adornment.
ing a teaspoonful of powdered borax
York Tribune.
in a pint of hot water. When the
first suggestion of soil appears upon
London's Modern Fire Brigade.
of your light cloth gowns rub
is
rapidly any
The London fire brigade
with a piece of absorbent cot
the
spot
becoming a completely
with the solution. This simton
wet
fife fighting organization. Today Lonwill remove dust, mud
don possesses 97 motor appliances and ple operation
and perspiration stains. It is
spots
now
is
pro
two motor fire floats. It
better than gasoline or naphtha, as
posed to spend in the near future its
application does not leave the ugly
$500,000 in providing 53 motor escape
circle of stain that so frequently fol94
pe43
vans,
electric
escape
vans,
lows the use of other cleaning fluids.
trol or petrol electric motor pumps, 27
motor turntable ladders, 11 motor lor
ries, 5 motor ladders, 15 motor His Newspaper Good for Wrapping.
The proprietor of the local paper
cars, and a motor canteen van, or 219
new motor appliances. In three years at Eberswalde, a small Prussian town
horses will be unknown In the Lon not far from Berlin, does his best to
make his paper useful as well as indon fire brigade.
structive. Two days a week he bas
the General Anzeiger printed on only
It's Best Anyway.
one side of the paper so that it can
"I'm an optimist," said
Sulzer at a banquet in New York. "I be used for wrapping up provisions
was an optimist before my impeach without any danger of contamin,at.'-jment. Then I lost my optimism tem from printers' ink. On these days tho
paper is twice as large as on ordinary
porarily.
add days, so that the public loss noln,..,;
"An optimist," the
ed. dreamily, "Is a chap who doesn't in the way of reading matter.
Snow what's coming to him."
motor-equippe-
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right-minde-
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ing away the important facts for future reference.
"I make it a point to read all the
important periodicals published concerning mechanics and some that relate but remotely to my line of work.
I don't pretend to memorize all that I
read, but I have a system that I have
followed for the last twenty years,
and I have found it to be invaluable.
I maintain a private clipping file.
"My clipping file has saved me endless work and worry at various times
in the last twenty years. I make a
practice, when reading periodicals, to
clip and file away, carefully indexed,
anything that I consider might at some
time be of value to me. Then when 1
have use for it, I know where to find

it
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But Prices

Than Before

H 1 HI .1

local news
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

20 to 60c
15c Dozen
30c Dozen

Larger Tangerines

Recent heavy storm in California have greatly damaged the fruit on the trees. Prices will likely be much higher- -

UY NOW

Stearns Store

BRIDGE STREET

"THE RETURN
"

OF HELEN

REDMOND,"

Two-ree-

l

feature

American

'
Drama.
"THE GUSHER,"
Keystone Comedy.

Trees pruned seo Thornhlll, Prun
The body of Clyde Smith, who died movement being on his own volition
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone at the Santa Fe hospital yesterday and costing him considerable money,
Purple 6332. Adv. ,,.
morning, will be gent to Kansas City will be appreciated by the boosters'
this evening by J. C. Johnsen & Son. brigade.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged It will be accompanied by the father,
In wood. Direct from the distillery to Samuel Smith.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
MUTUAL INSTALLS A
The Santa Fe trains that have been
LoBt A gold watch, a chain and a
delayed on the coast on account of
KE1HI0OEL MACHINE
pin and a gold bracelet. Finder re- floods are slowly coming back to their
turn to The Optic office and receive
regular schedules. The delayed trains
reward. Adv. v
passed through Las Vegas yesterday
and although several of the trains WEST SIDE PICTURE THEATER
PURCHASES
LATEST TYPE
At a, meeting of the, Elks' lodge from the south, were late in.
arriving
PROJECTOR
last night two new members were In- here todaly,
v
to
be
are
expected
they
itiated Into the order. They are in on time tomorrow.
Francis B. Kelly and A. H. Mitts.
Manager Howard Slmpkins of the
Mutual
theater has Installed there a
Ben Struefcman, the operator for
new projecting machine that he de
D. H. Taichert, brother of Joseph the
in
this part of the
Pathe Weekly
Taichert, has entered the employ of southwest, arrived this' afternoon on clares Is the best in New Mexico. The
machine is capable of throwing pic
tlie firm of Bacharach Brothers as a train No. 1. Mr.
gtruckman will take
tures at any distance, ;ipd la so ar
clei'k in the gentleman's clothing de- views at the
ranch
and
the
Forsythe
partment.
""' I Hot Springs tomorrow.
.;'
All the mem- ranged that it can be made' to focus
iU bers of both the boys' classes at the automatically. It will throw a picture
The work whldh Is being done at Y. M.
C A, are asked to be at the a distance of a few feet and make it
the city lhalli in the fire station is not association tomorrow afternoon, as It as clear as though it were the proper
under the supervision of the fire de- is desired to have them rehearse for distance, from the screen. It will work
as well for long distances. The
partment, but is being done by the a
picture to he made by Mr. Struck-ma- equally Is
machine
city. It was announced yesterday that
propelled toy an electric
later this weekJ
motor and can be repaired while in
the work is being done by the fire deaction should anything go wrong. It
partment
DEAD
18
'S
:
fireproof, toeing equipped with an
Yesterday afternoon at 20 o'clock;)
R. A. Shearer of Mineral Hill his Mrs.
automatic
shutter or curtain which
?
Pot-C.
E.
wife
R.
of
Lucy
Potter,
morning applied at the court house ter, died following an illness of only immediately cuts tha film off from
for $14 as bounty upon four coyotes a few
days. Mrs. Potter was 39 years connection with the tmtside should it
and three wild cats. Tony Leak ap- of
age and had been a resident of catch fire. The films are rolled Into
plied for $2 as bounty upon one wild Las Vegas for the past year and a fireproof boxes, which would prevent
cat. Mr. Leak also resides at Min- halt
a blaze spreading. The machine is of
...
eral Hill.
Mrs. Pottof' Was a native of Wiscon- the Simplex type and is an exvensive
sin and was born hi Waterloo. Later piece of mechanism.
iiJack Mitchell, who has been em- she moved to Milwaukee, where she
TO LAUNCH GIANT STEAMSHIP
ployed by the firm of Graaf &
was married to Mr. Potter, Besides
for the past year as head of her husband she is survived by a son,
London;, Feb. 25. An ocean steamthe meat department, has resigned Carlisle Potter, aged 16, a daughter, ship that will rank among the largest
and will leave, tomorrow night for Mildred Potter, aged 15, and a num- and most luxurious vessels in the
CShanute, Kas., where he will locate. ber of sisters and brothers residing world is scheduled to be launched toMr, Mitchell is one of the most pro- in Wisconsin.
morrow at Messrs. Harland and
Wolffs' shipyards at Belfast. The vesgressiva butchers and cutters ever
of
In
Mr. Potter has been
charge
employed tty the Graaf & Hayward the Crystal Creamery company during sel will be christened Britannic. She
company.
his residence here and Mrs. Potter is being builtfor the White Star line,
had been employed in the office of which means that to a large extent
This morning about 9 : 30 o'clock the this company up to. the time of her she is a product of American enter:..
big grey fire team created a small illness.
prise. The line flies the British flag
sensation when it started out on a
Accompanied by Mr. Potter and the and is managed by American capitalrunaway jaunt with the big water two children the body will be sent to ists. The new steamship will be an
wagon. The team was standing on Milwaukee this, evening, where burial answer to the Cunard line, which is
the corner of Lincoln and Railroad will occur. The body was prepared about to put out the mammoth Aqul-tani- a
avenues when it became frightened for ita journey by J. C Johnsen &
to stand for British supremacy
and started west on Lincoln avenue Son.
on the seas.
at breakneck speed. Luckily the
The Britannic is commonly spoken
water wagon was not overturned and
of as a sister ship of the Olympic
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
the team was stopped near Twelfth
Notice is hereby given that ha tax and the ill fated Titanic, but while
street
roll for A, D. 1913 has been received she corresponds to those vessels in
in the treasurer's .office. The first her general dimensions there are
The will of the late Pomvilio Bucci half of the 1913 taxes are now due some radical differences In her conwas proved and admitted to probate and became delinquent on February struction. She will have a length of
yesterday at a brief session of the 16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent 1,000 feet and a breadth of 80 feet.
Her tonage will be 60,000, which is
probate court, over which Judge
EUGENIO ROMERO,
per month,
Tafoya presided. Jake Stern and
train of
Treasurer and Collector. about equal to a mile-lon- g
cars.
Byron T. Mills, who witnessed the
In the magnificence of her furnishsigning of the will, testified as to its
ROSENTHAL BOOSTS
identity. Nick Hilgers, Herman
ings and equipment tits Britannic will
and Catherine Nelson, the exetake her place at the nead of the fleet
cutors named In the will, were apof floating palaces that ply the AtLAS VEGAS IIIUATE lantic. The suites of cabins are to
pointed to serve in that capacity by
Ibe in their design and fittings equal
the probate judge.
to the rooms of the finest hotel3 in
THOUOUT
ARRANGES TO SEND
Contracts for carrying mail on two
America or Europe. Dancing rooms,
SANDS OF POSTAL CARDS
rural routes now are open in New
smoking rooms, cafes, a library, a
DURING SPRING
Mexico, and proposals will be received
skating rink, .swimming tanks and
even gardens, with beds of roses and
at Washington, D. C, until March 31. W.' N.
proprietor of the
The routes are from East Las Vegas, RosenthalRosenthal,
and arbors skilfully concarnations,
Furtiiture company and
trived
expert
by Las Vegas, Los Alamos, Sapello, known to be one of the
by
gardeners, are to ocboosting citiLa Cueva and Mora to Cleveland, and
in the great
cupy
positions
prominent
has decided to inaugurate a
from East Las Vegas, by Cherryvale zens,
liner.
a
to Maes. East route ia about 40 plan Which doubtless will prove VeLas
for
feature
good
advertising
e
miles in length. The first must
Subscribe for The Optus.
'"
traveled six times a week, while the gas.
This plan is worked but 'by the use
second must be made twice a week,
of post cards. One of the cards is
on
can
information
ihis
Any further
in each envelope mailed from
be obtained at the East Las Vegas placed
the Rosenthal establishment to out of
m,
postoffice.
town places, and as the correspondence
of this firm Is wide,' the effect
Harry W. Kelly last night received may toe imagined.
"
A.
Jones at
telegram from A.
The
of various sorts. On
are
cards
Washington to the effect that the TJnl one side is a picture of a local busited StateB supreme court had decided ness
house, a public building or other
in his favor in the Perea land grant
or one or the numerous
Institution,
case. This is one of the oldest cases
mountain scenes near this city.
pretty
dis
Fourth
old
on the docket of the
Each
is an exact photograph.
trict territorial court It arose over The picture is wide.
variety
a dispute over the ownership ofa
In the place that ia generally used
tract of land known as the Beck grant for
correspondence, Mr. P.osenthal has
south of Laa Vegas. Dr. George W.
a boosting advertisement
printed
The
the
claimed
ownership.
Harrison
This
as follows:
reads
two grants overlapped and a tract of
"Las Vegas, New Mexico, the great
claimed
waa
both
acres
about 5,000
by
health resort on the Santa Fe route,
Dr. Harrison and George Stoneroad.
In the midst of the Rocky mountains.
ALL AF.0IS3 SATISFACTION
Splendid hunting and trout fishing.
An ideal vacation spot. Our mild winwill be the result of your pnrchase if
ters ana cool summer assure refresh
'
ii VAULT AND CESSPOOL
it comes from m
;
ing sleep. With the purest mountain
water, they make this the healthiest
;
REMEMBER: Oor Name on the Box
spot on earth. Ask us, we know. The
means a Lot
Rosenthal Furniture company. The
'
Those desiring' work done
A

.:
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Adv.

1.90

Tangerines
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MUTUAL MOVIES

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Kye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

S3.50
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are no Higher

By the box
By the Iltvlf box
By the Dozen
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WEDNESDAY,

It's a better car sold at a

I

lower price. Under ail conditions in every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.

:

1

of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and par-

$615 is the price

j
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LAS VEGAS FOEO SALES CO.
Phone Vegas 424
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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Direct fromlhe Indian
ortment-fine
colorings
prices.

Reservations-Lar- ge
--

unique patterns-a- ll
,

...

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Hay-war-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

'fifty
Every Women Is Proud to be
a goodlbaker. G It isa
instinct, And every
womanj can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.
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PURE QUILL

or OUR. PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

If it may be termed a science

must

include a means of presenting the

The

ri proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling
1 Farms

class in the southwest us a the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS
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l!c"3 of lb Dos! cf Everyihing Ealst:

For Lent we Have
'

All Ready
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;

Beardsley's Shredded Cod
Fish, Fish Flakes, IznmiCrab Meat, Deviled Crabs,
Cod-Fis-

h,

Clams, Minced Clams, Shrimps, Salmon, Oysters,

tluuiaiu

vc
i n
oaute, nippercu nerring ana
Sardines in oil, mustard and deviled. Also Salt,
I

i..4ji.fccrci iu

Snokr

.f sr. Tlri-s-

i

-

Fish Daily.
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-- :-

50-to- n
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See Us for Your Early Spring

Requirements
GARDEN HOSE in guaranteed qualities
Now is the time id sta.rt watering yoxir

lawns
BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES

J.

C.

Johnsen

nd

Son

"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS"

Jefferson Reynolds, President. '
S. B. Davis, Vice President
President.
HaUnt Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
j

E. D. Reynolds. Vice

Hil-ge-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profiis, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

-

CLEANING

,

!

will please call on or phone

A. W. Patterson,

:

v

d

WHOLESALE

Ade-laid- o

'

A

SWASTIKA COAL

:

MRS.'-POTTE-

'

"

Ass-

1

I

f.r

V

523 Sixth

;':

s Transfer Co.

Street

Phone Main 43

ns1

only Y. M. C. A. In New Mexico is
opposite,"
This shows that the quality of the
card is the best, and that it will ap
peal to the reader. Mr. Rosenrnai s
ability and earnestnns in boosting
Las Vegas is well known, and this

eg

Interest

PzilzJ est

JAP
,
25.
Ton! Toml-negFeb.
Albuquerque,
a Japanese employed as night
bartender at the White Star saloon,
was fined $15, with an alternative of
20 days ini jail, in police court this
morning on a charge of disorderly
conduct. (Tominego was arrested on
a charge of carrying a deadly weapon, ttbtft latter being changed to disorderly? conduct. The' Japanese, It
appears, Is enamoured of a dark eyed
young lady of Spanish descent who
waits on a table In a small restaurant
under the Metropolitan hotel at First
and Central. A roomer In the hotel,
a recent arrival In Albuquerque, ventured' to chat with the young woman
while she served him food, and later
Invited her to go to a picture show
wiSh him, which she did. In fact, phe
accepted more than one invitation to
attend the movies in the stranger's
on
The Japanese
company.-'"or
theso attentions with t. ' h I
that, after several more or less boisterous visits to the hotel in search
A JEALOUS

.

!''

Tims Bnpssiim

of the etrang'er, be finally threatened
hira witjb. a knife which he obtained
from the Chinese cook in the restaurant. The arrest followed.
MATTHEWSON

HOLDS OUT

Los Angeles, Feb. 25. Before signing a contract with the Giants or accepting the proposition of President
Gilmore to name his own terms for
managing the Brooklyn Federals,
Christy Matthewson said today that
he would talk the matter over with
John McGraw, the manager of the
Giants, or some representative of his.
Matthewson was planning to leave today for the Giants' spring training:
camp at Marlin Springs, Tex., where
he is expected to meet McGraw or
some other official of the Giant club.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

!

THOROUGHBRED
White Leghorn
eggs 'for hatching, U and $1.50 per
15.

'T.'C. Lipsett,

1026

Fifth street.

